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For Access to the World's
Me Science Literature,
There's No Comparison.
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.

*

230.000 article citations derived from nt.arl\-.7:Oi)O
international sources. Each BA record contain5
.in author-written abstract so researchers can save
rime determining an article's relevancv to their
research topic.

BA/RRA: Your Source for Papers From
1,500 Meetings.
Biological Abstracts/RRM (WRRM) is
essential pul~licationneeded for access to 180.000
references to international meetings - no other
hource supplies this vital information. I'lu.
W R R M contains citations to reports. I ~ o k s .
re\ lew:, and software.

Look to BlOSlS First!
For ail your life science research questions. look
to HIOSIS first. We think you'll agree that no other
reference tools compare to BA and W R R M .
Find out for yourself - subscribe today!
Cd1 toll free 1-800-i23-4800(USA and Canada);
(215) i87-48.t: (Worldwide).Or. complete the

BIOSIS"
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Send me a free cop)

of How to Use
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Abstracts/RRM (Reports, Reviews,
Meetings)
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Specializin in yourspecialty.
SilverPlatter o ers speaahed databases,
specifically for your field, with information
that ranges from:

fi

A businesssolution.
And, SilverPlatter offers sophisticated
and powerful search software
enabling you to access specdnd
information quickly and easily.

b Business to Technology,
b Chemistry to Mathematics,

b Agriculture to Energy,

and everywhere in between.

Specialized Aatabases,
dedicated to your research,
accessed through powwful software,
all from SilverPlatter.

SilverPlatter su ports you and your end
users by provi g instant access to unique
and vital researchnot necessarily available
from any other source.

Rrhgbg pecp&?and -m
Call today 8OtW430064.

togethw.
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Thr Scfonrrfti a n d T ~ i h n dNcrvork

W c h online service
gives you more
Foints in your favor?
virtually any information request.

T h e one you can depend on for all
the tools to d o your job as quickly, cost-

And our job doesn't stop with the

efficiently and consistently as possible.

search. We offer unmatched service and

That's the whole point of Dialog?

support from the industry's largest staff-

-

N o other service

of MLS subject special-

Greater productivity

offers so many ways to
increase your online pro. .

ductivity and precision.
Powerful, time-saving,

I

+

ists. Customers confirm

More searching power

+

that our documentation

More cost-cutting tools

is the clearest, most thor-

+

ough and easy to follow.

Unmatched service O support

+

cost-cutting tools like

Depth

Onesearch" fbr mul-

We also make it easier

of information

to trace activity and

tiple file scanning. DIALINDEX' to

allocate charges with our subaccount

identify quickly the best databases tbr

billing and summary reports.

your topic. And new RANK for flexible

T h e point is, the more you use

trend analvsis.

Dialog, the more points you have work-

O u r depth in science, technology,

ing in your favor.

global business, intellectual property

For more information call Dialog

and patents enables you to satisfy

Sales: 800-3-DIALOG.

The Answer is in13alog
Ddog Informauon S r r u ~ e r l. n i A KncRhr Riddrr Cornpam
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0, NOT FOR A JOB.

We're inviting you to
search our databases for the latest
information on applied technology.
Because in a globally competitive market, you need current news
and analysis of new products and
emerging technologies. YOUalso
need to know whether your own
company's investments in research
and development are paying off.

The Most

Your researchers already rely
on some of these sources to track
competitor activities, monitor environmental issues and government
regulations, and evaluate the impact
of new developments in technology.
However, there are many sources
they don't have access to.

Beyond The
TechnicalAnd Patent
Literature.
In our databases, youll find news
and information on emerging technologies, research plans, product
testing, manufacturing processes,
and licensing agreements. Plus the
latest industry overviews, trends,
forecasts, and market share data.
And not just on your industry,
but on competitive industries with
markets for similar products and
technologies.

Source b ~ r n e ~ ~ i n ~
Technologies.
Available on the online services
used most by technical researchers,
PROMT,'" Trade & Industry Index1
ASAR and Newsletter Database"
comprise the most extensive online
source of information on new products and emerging technologies
covering every major industry in
the world today.
Our databases feature more than
3,000 of the world's leading trade
publications, newsletters, and
specialized industry periodicalssuch as Inside R&D, Speciality
Chemicals, Urethanes Technology,
Advanced Manufacturing Technology, Metallurgia, European Polymer
Paint Coloul: High Tech Ceramics
News, and Japanese New Materials
Electronic Materials.

fall 1993

Specialized Industry
Coverage.
We also offer specialized files such
as h p u t e r Database," Health
and A m Periodicals Databa~e,~
space/Defme Markets & Technology"
(A/DM&T) which provide a wealth
of material on new products and
technologies from key technical
publications covering the computer,
health, and aerospace industries.

The Most Full Text
In The World.
When it comes to full text, there's
no better place in the world to be.
Because we offer the most full text
online, with unparalleled coverage
in the area of applied technology.
And daily updating from many of
our full text databases.
So, we're not asking you to apply
for a job. We only want you to see
what a great job our databases can
do for you.
If you're a technical librarian,
apply here.

Call Us Today.
To find out more about our vast
collection of technology sources,
and to register for a free seminar,
call us toll-free at 1-800-321-6388.
Or call us at +44 71494-3817 for
online search assistance in most
European languages.

How DoYou IllustrateThe
Vdue Of Your Infomation Center
ToYourTop Management?
WifKbNewVideo!
-. . .. .

Rya Ben-Shir, Manager

Hedth Suencea Re\ource Center.
Mauhcdl Ho<p~wl

Sandra Kitt. Librarian

Perhm L ~ b r n ~ .
Hqdcn Planer~num

Eiko Fukai. Manager Roger Struute. Resource Center
Coordinator
MZll Curnpan~e\.In(

National l~itormat~on
Rc\carch Center.
Wlllum tL1.Mercer. Inc

Mead Data Central, in conjunction with the Special Libraries Association, is pleased to offer Recogni-ing A
W . F , the second video in our Information Partnership series. This new video is expressly designed for viewing
by your management, and features real executives and their "Valuable Information Partners" discussing how
they work together to meet their organizations' needs.You'll also receive copies of an executive summary and
a guidebook written by Sharon LaRosa, consultant and editor of MLS: Murketing Lihrarv Senices- all you'll
need for an effective presentation to your senior executives on the value of a strong information partnership.
The Recogrzizing A V1.F package is available now from Mead Data Central for only $15, with a portion of
this fee going to the SLApublic relations program. For your copy of this or
the first videotape presentation, Communicating with Upper Murzu,qement,
just call 1-800-227-9597and ask for either Debbie Norris or Angie Roberts. Your Information Partners

NEXIS@<e*

ARE YOU
ON A 3e SCREW?

(We Didn't Thmk So.)

Look closely at most compact shelvin You'll Find the security of your collection - and the safety of
users - ohen rests, in part, on a 3~ screw i u t since you rely on mobile shelvin to hold thousands of pounds
over years of use, you need the engineered quality of Elecompacp mobile she ving.
When YOU compare carriages, the main supvort structure, you'll see just one example of our quality.
.
.
L'nl:ke El&ornpack: most syskms are top-mokted using a screw to attach
snelving uprights to the movin carriage.
But when ou look at t i e E ecompack
design you'll nd our upnghts recessed 5' '
Into the carrlage ;or maximam structural
Integnty. Add thls to our mono!~th~c
construction, our aisle safet), systems, and

k

X

k

BELECOMPACK
SlnPtY T H E B E s l T H E R E

I OA
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STILAS

It's Just For
Scientific And Technical Libraries,
And Here Are The Keys
To Getting It.
U

STILAS is an automation system developed just for scientific and technical
libraries. It's the most powerful available, and the
simplest to use. When it's installed, you can begin
using it effectively in minutes. Read the following
features to find out why no scientific and technical
library should be without it.
STILAS accommodates MARC and COSATI
formats. It accommodates custom formats.
It gives you interoperability with DROLS TR,
DROLS W U , DROLS SBIN, NASAIRECON,
BRS, DIALOG, OCLC EPIC and other STILAS

4'

sites. It gives you classified accountability.
It gives you full text retrieval capability.
And S T I N F O tracking. STU-I11compatibility. Extensive reporting facilities. And
researcher support.
STILAS is fully integrated in a UNIX package
that also gives you authority control, circulation,
acquisitions, serials control and bibliographic
utilities.
The package of features STILAS offers goes on
and on. Ifany ofthem push your buttons, push
ours. And let us tell you more about what it can do.

Quietly k a d i n g L i b r a y Automation

SIRS1 HEADQUARTERS: 689 Discovery Drive, Huntsville, AL 35806 (205) 922-9825 Fax 922-9818
GSA Contract: GSOOK-93 AGS-5695

fall I993

Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
New from

John Wiley & Sons
Gilster, P. THE INTERNET
NAVIGATOR: New User's Guide
To Network Exploration,
(0-471-59782-1)

Bennett, S. CORPORATE
TRUTES, (0-471-53073-5)

AND ENVIRONMENTAL

Hackos, J. MANAGING YOUR DocuMHWATION PROJINX'S,
(0-471-59099-1)
Levine, J. PROGRAMMING MIR GRAPHICS FILES IN C AND
C+ ,(0-471-59854-2)

+

Rosenberg, J. DICTIONARY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
(0-471-59732-5)
Udd, E. FIBER OPI'IC SMART SlaUCX'URES, (0-471-55448-0)
Underwood, G. INFORMATION TECIINOIQGY ON THE MOVE,
(0-471-93850-5)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Senting Special Libraries for 30 Years
Post Office Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443
(203) 245-3279,

12A

FAX (203) 245-1830, Outside Connecticut call 800-445-RELY
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Just the right files

ures
JUM the right information...
just th
ght price
LC's EPIC service delivers what you need
at a price you can afford.
As a reference librarian, you want information. But only the information you

need. And at an affordable price.

Twnto OCLCs' EPIC sewice. EPIC won't confuse you with a huge list of

powerful features-the ones you use most-for precise
searching
industry standard common command language

We invite you to compare the EPIC service with other online information
systems. Database by database. Feature by feature. Price by price. You'll find
that EPIC offers the databases you want with the searching features you need
to find only the information you're looking for. All at a price you can afford.
For an EPIC price list, call your OCLC-mated Regional Network or OCLC.

U.S. and Canada (800) 848-5878

New extra-strength formula.
Pharmaceutical data on Dialog
Dialogmis addlng more strength to serve the

publications: Drugs ofToday, Drugs of the Future,

pharmaceutical industry better, with broader,

Drug News 81 Perspectives and Drug Data Report.

more in-depth coverage of patents, business news

And our global partner, Data-Star,@brings you the

and baslc clinical rehearch.

leading European health care and business sources.

Whether vou're l o o k ~ n gfor competl tlve

You'll find answers faster o n Dialog, too,

~ntelligence,legal and regulatory

thanks to the online ~ndustry's

updates, company inhrmation

most advanced array of search tools.

or chemical formulations. D ~ a l o g

R A N K for speedy trend analysis.

gives you more sources than any

M A P for multi-file searching with

other onllne senice. They mclude such essentials

chemical registry or patent numbers.

as Pharmaprolects. Invc.stextBand PTS Prornt:

for custom~zecloutput.

plusbiomedical data on Embase, Medlinem

REPORT

Complete coverage combined with unmatched
efficiencv: ~ t ' sa powerful formula that makes

and B ~ o s i Z
We're addlng the complete IMSworld collection

Dlalog the ultlmate pharmaceutical news and

and Unllsted Drugs. We're further s t r e n R t h e n q

research source.Tsy ~t today For more information.

our ~ n d u s t r ycoverage w ~ t hthe Prous Sc~ence

call Dlalog Sales. 8W-3-DIALOG.

The Answer is in D a o g
D d q lnbrmarcun S e r r ~ e r Inr
.
A KnlXhr R ~ d d c Grnpani
r

special libraries

@ ACADEMIC PRESS I

ORDER FULFILLMENT DEPARTMENT DM17915
6277 SEA HARBOR DRIVE. ORLANDO R8
73.

1

1-800-321-5068
1-800-336-7377

CALL TOLL FREE

Prices subject to change without notice. 0 1993 by Academic Press, Inc. All Rlghts Reserved. LWAGIMEH -22083

"I never knew finding a
specialist could be so easv."
-

"She's Board Certified ..."

"

That means shes demonstrated a vety
high level of skill and knoujled~ein her
specialty through extended training.
The neul edition ($The Official ABMS
Directory of Board Certijied Medical
Specialists is the on(),@cia1 source for
infimzation on physichus certifed b~
the twenty-fciur member boards
of the American Board oJXedica1
.@eciulties (ABMS).

"... has hospital staff
privileges ..."

BRAXTON Susan E. Cert S 76
R85. b38 Cleveland, OH, MD
Jefferson Med College 65.7
'- nt 6566(Temple U Hosp Philadelphia)
Res Surg 68-69 Res Surg 70-72
(both at Thomas Jefferson U Hosp
Philadelphia) Fell VascS 72-73
(Temple U Hosp Philadelphia).
Cur Hoso A ,m, t (Good Samaritan
Hosp, Baltimore MD) Instr (Johns
H o ~ k i n sU). AMA-FACS-ISCS.
~ ~ $ r i~vr a Solo.
c
612 Elm ,St
# 102 07900 (908) 5 5 5 - 1 2 1 2

-

8

/

Hospital credentialing slajj's depend orr the
Officia[ABMS Directory to suppletnent
t'e~ficationOja specialist's training. Nou,
you cun, too!

... graduated from

/

an accredited medical
school ..."

-

tirct~pl~~siciczn
hiOgY~phj'includes
a full academicprt,Sile, includitig
tnedical school and residency. ItS
easy lo truck tlxprrigress ( f a
plysiciutz 4 training in the
-0
ABMS Directo ry.

\

Note T h ~ s1s a liypothetcal s t n g and not ntended
lor actual reference

'"And she's just ten

minutes away! "
Fir~da phjsichn across town or across the
cozrntq:.practitioners are listed by state
and city t!,ithin ecrch specialt~!

The OflicialABMS Directory of
Board Certified Medical Specialists
1994e26th Edition
Published by Marquis Who's Who in cooperation with the
American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS)
With training and professional details on more than
-135.000 board-certified ph)sicians. the new Official
ABMS Directory o f Board Certified Medical
Specialists makes it easy to find accurate, authoritative.
and up-to-date information on p h y c i a n s certified h!
ABMS member boards.

Save with a prepublication standing order!
Place your standing order hefort. Kovemher 30. 1993 and
save 1090 off the list price and iv. off future editions. Call
toll-free 1-800-521-8110,dial 1 for Customer Servtce. Or
fax your ordrr to: (908) Mi-(688.
Arailahlc Novcmber 1993

0-83'9-OiZ9-X

.

$390 00
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Let Your Researchers Be Partners
in BIOSIS Searching.
With BIOSIS' BiologicalAbstractse on
Compact Dkic and BbfogicalAbstracts/
RRM" on Compact Disc, your researchers
don't have to be expert searchers to access
the world's life science literature. Here's why:

Comprehensive Coverage
BIOSIS monitors nearly 7,000 international
sources, covering all life science disciplines,
for Biological Abstracts on CD and
Biological Abstracts/RRM on CD - more
than other life science compact &cs! In
1993, BIOSIS' compact discs will contain
540,000 references to original research
articles, meetings, books, reports, reviews
and more. No other source matches
BIOSIS' coverage.

Enjoy a new partnership - let your
researchers access BIOSIS' compact discs
today.

Call for a 30-Day Free Trial Disc!
1-8!)0-523-4806 (USA and Canada); (215)
587-4847 (Worldwide). Or simply return the
coupon.
r""'-'---""""----------

Ns!
Send m the following:
!

A 30-Day free trial disc for (check one
or both):
Biological Abstracts on
Compad Disc.
Biological ~6stractsjRR.Mon
Compad Disc.
Brochure and prices.

I

j

I
I

I

I

Easyto-use

1

I

BIOSIS' compact discs employ SilverPlattef
Information, Inc.'s user-friendly software, so
researchers can pinpoint relevant life science
information - quickly and easily!

II Name

Economical

!I
I
II

I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

Tde

I

Phone

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

Addrcs

I

With up-front, flat-fee pricing, researchers
can browse through citations and abstracts without worrying about additional charges
typically associated with online services.

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
hganmtion

I

I

I
! GIY
I
I
I
!
Code
I
i Return this n x r p n to BIOSIS, Marketing and Sales Depart- I
I ment SL1@3CD, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelptua, PA 19103- 1
I
1 1399 USA or to the Oficial Representativeor Authorized
i Dinibutw in your area. Fax (215) 587-2016. Conract
Slate

Cmnq

Postal

I BlOSlS ria the I n m e t biosis@al.relay.upe~~edu
I

information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries
BIOSIS m a registered mademark of B~ologicalAbs~rans,Inc. SilvcrPiaua is a rc@acrad
vademark ofSilvcrPlattcr Intanarional, N V i i m s c d to SilvaPlatrcr Informauon, lnc

I

I

Reference
Librarian
Thomas J. Watson
Research Center
The IBM T.J. Watson Research Center in Westchester County,
New York is one of the most advanced and best-equippedfacilities in the country. For creative, highly motivated professionals,
it offers an environment filled with both challenges and rewards.
In this key assignment, you'll be part of a team of exceptionally
qualified and service-oriented librarians providing information
support for business, technical and scientific professionals.
Duties will include retrieving and assembling information fmm a
broad spectrum of print and on-line sources, analyzing retrieved
information to prepare packaged reports, and conducting workshops and seminars designed to teach our research staff how to
use various information sources. The principal focus will be on
business information, but reference work in the physical sciences, computer science, engineering and mathematics will also
be required. Additional responsibilities will include working with
other library staff to develop information technologies in the context of a highly productive cutting-edge library service.
To succeed, you'll need a Master's degree in Library or
Information Science from an ALA accredited program, with 3+
years of library experience. Your professional skills should
include the ability to use major business and technical information resources, including Dialog, Nexis, Dow Jones, and more.
Personal qualities should include superior communication skills,
a degree of flexibility that allows you to take part in rapidly developing projects, and the ability to work productively in a fastpaced, dynamic team environment. Experience with automated
informationsystems development is also desirable.
If you're ready to book a position in a truly exciting R&D environment, please send your resume to: IBM Corporation, Thomas
J. Watson Research Center, Technical Recruiting, P.O.
Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598. Or e-mail to
OXTONOwatson.ibm.com. (ASCII or Postscript).

An equal opportunity employer.

I -Text H ~ ~ e Just
s s like That.
G e t t i n g full-text information shouldn't be difficult...or timeconsuming. With UMI, it's easy. UMI provides millions of full-text
documents, from local newspaper articles t o specialized research
findings. In fact, you'll find more full-text documents with UMI
than any other information source.
And we can deliver that information t o you in a variety of
formats-microform, fax, print, o r electronic. For speedy access,
choose our full-text CD-ROM and magnetic tape databases. O r
choose microform for its proven economy and long life.
Whichever format you choose, we know you'll be satisfied. In a
recent independent survey*, UMI ranked # I in customer
satisfaction for both microform and CD-ROM products.
W e think you deserve t o get information in a snap. For free
catalogs or a summary of the survey, call us toll free at
1-800-521-0600. ext. 2869.
*Study conducted 11192 by Kennedy Research, Inc. of Grand Rapodr. MI Panlclpanrr were
hbrary customers of UMI and Rve other malor mformar~oncompanter. O n a scale of 0 to 5.0.
U M I scored # I ~nC D - R O M rarirfacr~onwxh 4 14 and # I m m#croformrar#sfact#on
with 4.32.

ASY F O R YOU'"

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road P 0 Box 1346 Ann Arbor. MI 48 106- 1 346

1-800-52 1-0600

1 Are You Onlv Ge-

Part Of The wnfor
You Really Neec
To Run Your Busi

You know the f e e l ~ n g
It creeps I n t o your stomach every t l m e you re
forced t o say If only
If only I d seen that opportunlty
If only we
had some klnd of warnlng
If only I had the
tlme money and staff t o make sure we weren t
missing anythlng Important

If only

weren

Out On

Information specialists say NewsNet
completes the search for vital information.
All o n l ~ n eservlces provlde ~ n f o r m a t l o n But
only NewsNet glves you over 550
business newsletters onllne
plus over 20 of the world s
leading buslness newswires
lnvestrnent analysts reports
credlt reports stock quotes
and more
I t s Worklng Knowledge
Knowledge that makes a

difference
I flnd news o n NewsNet we
couldn t have found any other wa)
That s saved us money Bo6 Halavacek Ir
General Manager Oak Tree Publ~sh~ng
NewsNet IS the only online servlce that pro
41dt.s real t l m e o n the wires Cllents are thrllled I
can retrieve an artlcle that ran 10 mlnutes ago
Karyn Sternberger Manager o\ In/ormatlon Services
Ketchum Publlc Relations

24 hours a day (even whlle you re off l l n e l ) t o
compde a conclse personal news brieflng
NewsFlash gets a b ~ star
g
Bill Yerkes
Manaqero\Quality Assurance Lotus Developmeni

A world of priceless information-now
yours to sample at a very down to earth price
See for yourself how our Worklng Knowledge can
enhance your present lnformatlon sources wlth
the best lntroductcry offer ~nour 10-year hlstory
After I got more lnformatlon about
NewsNet I started using ~t a lot I also notlced
that the prices are lower Charlotte Wixx Clark
Library Manager GTE
Call for a NewsNet Starter Klt It wlil
arnve complete wlth a d e m o dlsk 2 hours of
online tlnie so you can learn o n us ( m l n
$ 1 20 value) a 3-month m e m b e r s h ~ p
($45 value) free dellvery of NewsFlash
hlts for a full m o n t h News On
NewsNet catalog Gettlng Started
Culde c o n f ~ d e n t ~ID
a l and
password-all for lust $79 95 All
with n o c o m m ~ t m e n t o enter an
extended subscrlptlon
Call today There s n o
reason t o mlss o u t any longer

Call 1-800-952-0122, Operator #44 today.
Get two FREE hours of online time.

Our exclusive NewsFlash" service even
sifts the news for you! You tell NewsNet the sublects that Interest you most NewsFlash will then
automatically scan over 15.000 art~cleseach day,

Working Knowledge'"

Offeravailable to new subscribers only One kit per subscriber.Offerexpires January 31.1994
rights reserved. NervsNet and NewsF!ashare registeredsewlce marks of NewsNet Inc.

01992 NewSNet. Inc. All
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The world's
most permanent labels.

So

far, only one
works with your pin-fed printer.
Making truly permanent labels doesn't
have to be painful.
Gaylord's new ~e-Lin' Plus I1
Pin-Fed Spine Labeling System
works with your PC's pin-fed printer
to print custom Se-Lin labels and apply
a permanent, crystalclear laminate
overlay - automatically.
Once they're on the spine,
Se-Lin labels bond so thoroughly that
they practically become a part of the
book - making Dewey's Decimals
(and the evidence of your library's
ownership) virtually. impossible
to wear, fade, or pull off.

To fmd out how affordable
and easy the new Se-Lin Plus II System
can be, call Gaylord's toll-free number
today. We'll send you complete information and sample labels so you can
see and feel the difference between
Se-Lin and other brands.
Gaylord Se-Lin labels: marking
your books for life.

1-800-44t+616O
FAX: 1-8W272-3412

The Trusted Source

Gaylord Bros. Box 4901 Syracuse, New York 132214901
0 1993 Gaylord Rros. Se-Lm 1s a registered trademark of Gaylord Bros. IJ S and foreign patents pending
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"Alibrary with.. .books, s e n d , and maps to be
cataloged may find the very inexpensive CDMARC
Biblio[graphic]database to be the best choice.. .
[and] a perfect product for collection development
and reference sewices with its numerous access pints."
-Peter Jacso
The Encyclopedia of CD-ROM Databases

..................... ................... ......................................................................................
AFFORDABLE QUALITY DATABASES

CDMARC Blbllographlc-EnglishOnly
Avadable Now'
Purchase options from $225.
Call for detalls
SINGLE ISSUE (One time purchase)
CURRENT YEARS SUBSCRIPTION
(Records for the last SIX years)
FULL SUBSCRIPTION

CDMARC Subjects
LC's subject headings (the "Red Book")
on CD-ROM'

2,932,000+

nla

Four

$225

500,000 +

Quarterly (4)

One

$365

2,932,000+

Quarterly (4)

Four

$530

204,000 +

Quarterly (4)

One

$345

Use the records in LC databases for retrospective conversion, to replace Dewey numbers
with LC classification, to create bibliographies and much more. CDMARC databases give
you the most for your budget dollar. Call today toll-free for your FREE demo diskettes.
1-800-255-3666or FAX your request to 202-707-1334.
All records can be exported In USMARC Commun~cat~ons
format.
Llbrary of Congress records are revlsed and reviewed to top standards.
YOUwon't fmd more consistent record quality
. anywhere.
.
Send wrinen inquiries to:
Catrloalna
Srwlaa.
Librarv
-.
- ,of
. Conoress
..
~ . DIstrlbutlon
--~
~
~
- -~
~
Customer Services SectinIDepartment ZB, Wash~n~tonr
DC 20541-5017.
Subscriptions shipped outside North Amerlca require additional payment.

1.1 The Library
p h

u
HISTORIC TREASURES.
INNOVATIVE TOOLS.
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Who gwes scientdc and techrucal
visionaries more to see?
With its broader scope and depth of
focus, Dialog" is the online service with

brings you the leading Empean scientific
and business sources.

the power to expand your vision.
Dialog's full collection of scientific,

Moreover, Dialog allows you to look
more deeply into your subject with in-

technical and intellectual property data-

depth, global business information and

bases rivals any specialized online service

news. Unique, high-performance search

searching
smaller senires

for depth of information.
It includes essentnl sources
like Pharmaprojects,
MedlineEand IMSworld

[

I i k S m m o r ORBIT"
is shortsighted. See the

L%er~ictureOn

for pharmaceutical research; The Merck

I

tools, such as RANK for
trend analysis, make your
search more precise
produc~ive.
And our no-

surprise pricing allows accurate search

Index Online: Kirk-Othmer and CA

cost estimates, with no per-search-term

Search" for chemical information; and

fees like STN's to drive your costs out

Metadex: Ei Compendex*Plusmand

of sight.

INSPEC for materials and engineering
data. And our global partner, DataStartar0

Look into Dialog.You'll see more.
Call Dialog Sales at BOO-3-DIALOG.

The Answer is in Dalog
D d o g Inbmimm SINICL~.l n c 4 K n ~ g h r - R d i i rG,rnpany
r
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The NFS says more timber sales mean more
logging which means more jobs. Even if the

.

.

No one looks at the world like PAlS

. .

In Print: PAlS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT" PAlS SUB ECT HEADINGS Online Thmu h: DATA.STAR * DIALOG OCLC RLG
PAIS INTERNATIONAL SILVERPLATTER on n+COTV:
CONTACTPAIS FOR INFORMATION

on CD-ROM: PAIS ON CD-ROM

LN
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A New
Era for
Introducing Zoological Record on Compact DiscTM.
With Zoological Record on CD, your
searchers will save hours of effort
locating references to zoological
research literature reported worldwide.

Plus, the thesaurus unifies all vocabulary to current terminology, while
retaining key taxonomic history simplifying information retrieval.

Dependable,
Comprehensive Coverage

Call Today for a 30-Day Free Trial Disc!

New from BIOSIS and Silverplatter"
Information, Inc., this powerful
reference tool will contain over one
million citations from 1978 to the
present - so researchers can examine
results from 15 years of coverage
using a single search query! Updated
quarterly, Zoological Record on CD
monitors approximately 6,500 international serials - assuring the most
extensive coverage of zoological
research literature.

(USA and Canada)

1-800-523-4806
215-587-4847
(Worldwide)
Or, complete the coupon.

Y e sI

Send me a Zoological

_I Brochure

and p r i c e

H Record on Compact Disc..

Unique Thesaurus
Simplifies Searching

list

U 30-day

.

t r e e trtal

Addle,,

C 81,

Zoological Record on CD features an
innovative, easy-to-use thesaurus.
Researchers can view subject and
taxonomic vocabularies quickly and
effortlessly - so even novice searchers
can choose appropriate search terms.

Stare

.

Telephone

BIOSIS"
Information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries
SclverPlatter
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BlOSlS 15 a regi\tered irrdemark of Rtologml Ahsrmcti. Inc
a rrel\rrred trademark ot S~lvr~Platier
Internat~onal.N V Ibcemed to S~lierPlarterInfarrniltmn. Inc
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All

systems
go+
A t EBSCO we believe you should have the freedom to choose the best
subscription service and the best automated system for your needs. These
are two independent decisions with major implications for your library.
That's why our efficient electronic services are compatible with most
major library and serials control systems. So, you can have superior subscription service and your system of choice, too. Call us today to learn
more about our independence-oriented library automation services.

P.O. Box 1943 Birmingham, AL 35201
(205) 991-6600 Fax: (205) 995-1636
Where library automation is a liberating experience.
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STN offers unparalleled
pricing flexibility

l

o serve you better, CAS has

developed an exciting new pricing

plan that offers unprecedented pricing

It's easy and convenient to select
your pricing option. No paperwork,
no commitments, and no hassles are in-

flexibility. When you search several CAS

volved. You make the choice whenever

databases on STN, you can choose your

you enter the applicable files to search.

pricing method!
This flexible pricing option is designed to
fit your search habits and preferences. It's

The STN advantagepricing flexibility

yet another example of the STN advantage!

In the CA, CAOLD, C A p r e c ~ e w s ' ,

Call STN, the scientific and technical
information network, at 1-800-933-4350

CHEMLIST". and CIN" database<on STN.
choose between

to find out about a special offer for new
STN users. Ask for Operator 23.

low connect-hour rates plus
search-term fees or
higher connect-hour rates
without search-term fees.

CAS. a dlv~\ionof the American Chemical Society
provides access to ST3 in North Arner~ca

".

Go Bad<... Way Back.
We may not actually go back t o the
Stone Age, but we are making history
with our 25-year SEC filing collection.
In fact, Disclosure has more copies of
public company filings than any other
information provider.
And over the past 25 years, we've
collected something else. Experience.
So, contact Disclosure for everything
from SEC documents from the 60's.
70's and 80's t o real-time, valueadded EDGAR filings. Disclosure will
deliver the informationjust the way you
need it.
We offer 2-hour local delivery, overnight
or US. mail, fax and even 1-hour "Red
Carpet" delivery.
And, with offices in 15 cities worldwide, we're just a stone's throw away.
Call 'today at 800-638-8241.
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Recently Published Volumes:

Announcing Three Convenient Ordering Plans Prepaid Subscription, Standing Order, or Order by
Individual Volume at Regular List Price!

NEW, COMPLETELY REVISED FIFTH EDITION!

Volume A20: Photography to Plastics,
Processing (1992)
ISBN 0-89573-170-3. Hardcover.
Volume A21: Plastics, Properties and
Testing to Polyvinyl Compounds (1992)
ISBN 0-89573-171-1. Hardcover.
NEW!
Volume A22: Polyinyl Esters to
Reduction (1993)
ISBN 0-895'3-172-X. Hardcover.
NEW!
Volume A23: Refractory Ceramics
to Silicon Carbide (1993)
ISBS Not Yet Set. Hardcover.
Volume A24: Silicon Compounds. NEW!
Inorganic to Starch and Other
Saccharides (1993)
ISBN Not Yet Set. Hardcover.

EDITORS:

Barbara Elvers and Stephen Hawkins
Weinbeim, Germany
and

Volume 84: Principles of Chemical
Reaction Engineering and Plant Design
(1992)
ISBl 0-89573-539-3. Hardcover.

Wdbarn E. Russey
Huntingdon, PA
in cooperation with an international editorial advison board,
composed of leading experts from industry. and academia.
Culminatingalmost eighty years of experience and tradition, the fifth,
completely revised edition of Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry is really two time-saving encyclopedias in one.
Divided into 36 volumes, the encyclopedia consists of ;m Alphabetically Ordered Series of 28 A volumes containing articles on
industrial chemicals. product groups, and production processes
covering all aspects of the chemical and allied industries, together
with the Basic Knowledge Series of 8 B volumes describing
principles of chemical engineering, new and proven analyticlll
methods, and the essentials of environmental protection technology. In addition, an updated Cumulative Index to both the A and
B volumes is distributed annually.
Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry is international in authorship and coverage. The authors, chosen from
industrialized countries throughout the world, usually represent
the leading companies in their fields. -\rticles are in each case
carefully reviewed and edited by a staff of experienced editors, all
of whom have doctorates in chemistry.

Cumulative Index
Al-A21, B1-B4 (1993)
ISBN Not Yet Set. Paperback.

NEW!

TO ORDER:
For Complete Information on the Three
Ordering Plans, as well as a Complete
Listing of all Published Volumes, for

Ullmann's Encyclopedia
of Industrial Chemistry,
Please Contact:
Reference Services at,
VCH Publishers, Inc.
220 East 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010-4606
m.:2 1 2 - 6 ~ 3 - 8 ~ , .
FVi: 112-481-0897.

+,

Printed in an easy-to-read double column format, Ullmann's
Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry is designed to provide
the reader with a clear sense of orientation and rapid access to a
wealth ofinformation. Each articlefeaturesconsistentorganization.
an introductory table of contents, an extensive set of headings, and
(where appropriate) well-designed, accurate illustrations, formuLev, York Weinheim Cambridge Basel Tokyo
lae, and tables.
8/93

VCH i
VCH Publishers, Inc.
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Introducing an international business resource with the
speed, ease and precision of CD-ROM:

Ward's and World Business
Directorv on CD-ROM
Companies International CD-ROM
combines valuable data from two Gale
resources to provide immediate access to
descriptions and contact information for
240,000 businesses worldwide.
More than 90% of the company listings
derived from Ward's Business Directory are
difficult-to-track, privately-held firms.
From the new World Trade Centers
Association World Business Directory comes
detailed contact information on nearly 10
large, medium, and small businesses in 190 countries.
On-screen menus let both first-time and experienced searchers access
information by:
geographical location - city, state, postal code, area code, or country
size - sales volume, number of employees
industries served
product types - made, sold, or distributed

and more!
Combine two or more variables for a fast and highly targeted data search.
Then print or download your data to disk.
Ready, December 1993.
Single user version - $1995.00.
Network version - $2990.00.

30A

To order, or for more information, call:
Gale Research lnc.
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 7 7 - G A LE
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AMERICA'S
ED
IES

I

"A valuable addition to the
literature for its concise, varied
information, indepth coverage, and
clear organization. Recommended I
for all public, academic, and special
libraries."
-Choice, 2/93
1

i

AMERICA'S TOP-RATED CITIES includes statistical
information and other data on the U.S. cities which have

I

FREE sample city available.

: For more information or to order
: call TOLL FREE 1-800.377.7551
...............
.............. Universal Reference Publications
...............

...............1355 W. Polmetto Pork Rd., Suite 315
................

::::::::,:::::::

Bocu Roton, Florida 33486
407-997-7557. FOX 407-997-6756

been cited in various magazine surveys as being the best
places for busmess and living opportunities. The handbook
allows readers to see, at a glance, a concise social,
business, economic, demographic and environmental profile
of each city. A separate section with comparative statistics
is included in each volume.
Arneric:a's Top-Rated Cities: A Statistical Handbook
Edited by Rhoda and Andrew Garoogion
2nd Ed. 5 vols. South, West, Central, East, and Northeast
c 1,600 pages . ISBN 1-881220-06-0 - $134 9 5 paper
Individual volumes also available at $31.95 each
Updated annually and available on standing order

AARON COHEN ASSOCIATES LTD
Library Consultants and Architects/lnterior Designers
Feasibility Studies
Needs Assessments
Service Plans
Building Programs
Architectural Services
Interior Design Services
Plan and ADA Reviews
General and In-house workshops
Value Engineering
Libraries with limited budgets can avail themselves of set fees or hourly consultation
159 Teatown Road, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520
Tel: (914) 271-8170
FAX: (914-271-2434)
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Upgrade to BT now
and celebrate big savings right
through to NewYearS.
Only $9.00
an hcur thraph
Dee. 31.
kbps-offer

"

Dialog@has teamed u p with

BT" to provide you with

state-of the-art telecom access to replace our Dialnet@
service. BT's

high speed s e r v i c e s 9 6 0 0 bps and 14.4

enhanced speed and power.

And with 530 U.S. access points,
plus extensive worldwide access, more

How to convert to BT
1. Look u p the B T Cformerly T Y M N E T )
access numberfor your city in the Dialog
booklet, 'Xccess to Dialog Services from

users can connect with Dialog on a

Within the United States."

local number.

2. Change your telecommunications sofrware

If you're using Dialnet

now, we'll cut

25% off vour dialup telecom charges
through December 31,1993,when
you switch to

BT S o the sooner you

switch, the more you save.
W h y not today? It's easy. Just follow
the instructions shown here, and you're
ready to celebrate.

settings for access number and automatic
logon sequence to rPflect the BT logon. You

can wdPr the new lcpn scriptfor your software
from Dialog. See the September 1993
Chronolog'for details.
3. Ym can then begin using BTautomatical~
on your next search.
I f y o u have questions about your B T access
number or configuring your software, call
8 0 0 - 3 - D I A L O G and select option 0for
Dialnet Conversion Information.

The Answer is in Dalog
Dlslo8
Inhrmarion

32A
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Standing in the Future:
Why a Special Issue?

the words of others:
"You can't be what you must be by being what
you have been."
-Jim Clemmer, Firing on All Cylinders,
Business One Irwin, 1992.
"He who is not prepared today will be less so
tomorrow ."
-Ovid, Roman poet
"I do not believe you can do today's job with
yesterday's methods andbe in business tomorrow."
-Nelson Jackson

more on transformations rather than transactions, HOW DO WE DO IT? One way is to
"stand in the futurev'-to pretend we are in the
future, in 2005. In the future of 2005, how do
things look? What is happening around us?
The authors of this special issue have created
a number of visions of the future in 2005 to
stimulate your thoughts about the future, and
about how our libraries might look 12 years
from now. No one knows for sure what the
future holds for us, but we hope that this issue
of Special Libraries will help you consider
some of the opportunities and challenges we
may face in 2005.

The Virtual Library
The idea for this issue was conceived by
Stephen Abram, past-Chair of the Library
Management Division of Special Libraries
Association. He recognized that we, as special
librarians, have to change the way we do
things if we are to be successful in the future.
As he so aptly said in Library Management
Quarterly, Summer 1992:
"We must move from being transactional
librarians towards being transformational librarians. We have largely earned our respect
through the effective and efficient delivery of
information transactions (ILLS,reference questions, informationcataloguing,etc.). But transactions are among the most simple things to
automate... remember what happened to your
local bank teller when the automated tellers
came in? Those transactions have now been
disintermediated by automation."
But even if we know that we must change
the way we do things, that we need to focus

fall 1993

What is it? Does it exist now? Our writers
address these and other issues with a general
overview of the topic followed by a description of a library which may soon be considered
"virtual."

Technology in the Future
Technology is an important facet of our
information world and our "virtual libraries."
Sometimestechnology even dnves our world.
I interviewed some of our leaders to see what
technology they think the year 2005 will bring
and what impact that technology will have on
information management. Here is a look at
their visions for 2005:
Nancy Gershenfeld, User ServicesLibrarian at Microsoft, and 1992 winner of SLA/
Meckler Innovative Technology Award:
"The key issues for us today-the de-
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livery mechanism/pmess and managing
the information overload-will disappear
in the future with all-in-one-place or onestop information shopping. Clients will
be able to search from their desktop,or set
up automated profiles to do regular
searches, using one interface to reach
thousands of systems worldwide. When
appropriate sources are found, by clicking on an icon, the searcher will go directly to the host server for the actual
information whether it is full image,graph,
text, or video. E-mail, with sophisticated
word processing software embedded in it,
will allow a much more streamlined downloading and delivery process to enhance
the sharing of information."

Access Innovations. President of the American Society for Information Science:
"Today, tons of information in many languages and character sets is available in electronic format. Wading through all this information to find the useful, valuable kernels of
knowledge is a real challenge.
In the 1940s, there was a tremendous push
on indexing and abstracting to allow access to
the explosion of scientific and technical publishing at that time. Today, there is another
explosion of information available along electronic highways. Much of it is not relevant or
useful to most researchers and there is very
little quality control.
Moving towards 2005, information specialists and information managers will need to
focus their skills on these electronic highways-weeding, sorting, collating, organizing-to allow greater access and use of relevant, key information. Rather than recycling
mainframe ideas (string searching)to PCs and
networks (hypertext), in 2005 there will be a
new turn in the organization of information.
Perhaps it will be the next generation of machine-aided indexing of machine translation
where a document now published in one language can be used by researchersin eight other
languages. It will definitely be some kind of
computer filter and I hope my company is at
the forefront of its development!"
Some of the writers in this issue suggest that
information should drive technology rather
than technology drive the way we handle and
manage information. Certainly technology is
an important tool for harnessing the multitude
of informationresources available today and it
will certainly impact our future. But what is
really critical to our success as librariansin the
future?

Betty Eddison, founder and Chairman,
InMagic Software and Director, Special Libraries Association:
"Seamless interfaces, which connect
the many sources of information available today, are the way of the future.
When our clients view the screen, they
will be able to access, in a consistent
format, online services, in-house databases-in fact, any electronic information important to them. Products which
make access to telecommunications, databases, imaging, and multimedia seamless, will be the winners in 2005. How
will we get there? Library managers will
work with their customers and lead them
creatively "to the information they want
in the form they want it." Librarians will
customize a basic service so that lawyers,
engineers, or business people will easily
obtain the information they need through
seamless connections to sources critical
to them. Naturally, some organizations
will have more resources than others to
achieve results. However, special librarians who utilize a strategy of starting
small or piloting to the key decisionmakers (the CEO and the strategic planners) will be much more successful in
gaining support for full implementation."

"The 20th century will be seen as a revolution-from seeing the world as one primarily
made of things to one that is fundamentally
made up of relationships."
-Peter Senge,Globe& Mail,May 4,1993.

Marjorie Hlava, founder and President of

"The question that faces the strategic decision-

Managing Change and Relationships

special libraries

maker is not what his organization should do
tomorrow. It is: What do we have to do to be
ready for an uncertain tomorrow."
-Peter Drucker
"In a world awash with forecasts, opinions,
theories, seminars, consultants,and concepts,
many companies have come to the conclusion
that theonly oracles worth listening toare their
customers."
-Ronald Henkoff,"How to Plan for 1995,"
Fortune, December 3 1, 1990.
Relationships, particularly with our custome r s n u r clients-are critical to our success
now and in the future. In an information world
in which everything is changing-the institutions and organizations for whom we work, the
suppliers we need, the systems and technology
we use-we must learn to effectively manage

change as well as our key relationships with
decision-makers and suppliers.
Relationships with staff are also important in
managing change and meeting the future successfully. Our writers present some interesting
perspectives regarding the challenges and opportunities for staff,the competencies and skills
requited, new titles for special librarians, and
new methods of learning in the future.
Our writers offer some very creative future
scenarios and visions of managing change and
building relationships. You may not agree with
their ideas, but an open, enquiring mind (as
special librarians certainly possess) will give
serious thought to the possibilities and realities
suggested in this issue. We encourage all our
members to respond and share more ideas of the
future so that we may all benefit and learn. In the
words of our founding members, let's continue
"putting knowledge to work."

Formerly Manager, Information Resources, Royal Bank of Canada, Jane I. Dysart is now a
principal with Dysart 8 Jones Associates, a consulting firm specializing in library and
information management.

The Virtual Library: Prospect and Promise
Or Plus $a Change, Plus C'est la M6me Chose
by D. Gail Stahl

I

n this issue of Special Libraries, we exarnine the concept of the library without walls
or the virtual library from the vantage point
of the year 2005. What were the concerns and
issues in the 1990s during the evolution of the
virtual library,and how did the special librarian
participate in the process? The virtual library,
whatever the definition, presents an exciting
variety of choices and decisions impacting library services and functions.
One hundred years ago, as librarianship was
evolving as a recognized profession, Corinne
Bacon described these qualities as essential to
the reference librarian: "...approachableness,
omniscience, tact, patience, persistence, accuracy, knowledge of one's tools, knowledge of
one's town,andfarniliaritywithcurrentevents..."
Bacon's concept of town is now better described
as the "immediate environment" or project team
or user base, and tools most certainly applies to
a wider variety of equipment and communications channels. Her characterization of a
librarian's essential qualities is valid today and
provides insight into the success of special librarians during changes in tools and technology.
In 1970, Shera wrote, 'The object of the
library is to bring together human beings and
recorded knowledge in as fruitful a relationship
as it is humanly possible to be." Whether the
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issue is india-inked cards vs. type-written, or
groupware vs. custom databases, the focus of
the technical debates was, and must remain, the
library's users. Special librarians continue to
ponder the same basic questions, although described in different terms, as did our predecessors a century ago.

Issues and Concerns
Perhaps the one true statement about special
libraries is that every oneis slightly differentdue
to its users. With every library there is adifferent
solution to the issues related to the virtual library. As special librarians in the 1990s, we
share the followingconcernsabout theimpactof
the virtual library on the future of our library and
all libraries:
How can we guide the development of the
virtual library to avoid the creation of a
synthetic library? Where is the balance
between "ease of use" that pleases endusers and allows them to feel they have
effectively found all the information they
seek-and encouragement to utilize our
expertise in locating appropriate information? Whatever your style of providing
reference assistance, it is our challenge to
be involved in the "touch and feel" of the
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virtual library for users with multiple levels
of information sophistication.
In the time period between the 1990s and
society-wideaccess tovirtual libraries,how
do we manage the transition for our users?
Increased cooperation between all types of
libraries could allocate maintenanceof special collections beyond the research and
academic setting. However wonderful, do
we want to unwittingly convert all paper to
all virtual documents? The 1990s is the
time to make these alliances and plan for a
successful transition. What importance
should be placed on the ability to browse a
physical collection?
How do we revise our conceptof the virtual
library from sciencefictionand what LaRue
calls "technolust" to keep our focus on the
fundamental mission of our own library
andourprofession?PerhapsRanganathan's
Five Laws of Library Scienceare still valuable as a general philosophy:
- Books are for use;
- Every book its reader,
- Every reader his book;
- Save the time of the reader;
- A library is a growing organism.
How do we maintain and enhance the role
of the librarian in a virtual library environment? This offersthe promise of the perfect
opportunity to enhance the profession beyond keeper of ir$ormation to ir$omtion
expert. The balance between knowledgeof
information sources and technical skills
will be vital in order to enhance librarianship as a growing and adapting profession.
Are special library services only defined in
the context of one physical location? Any
online searcherof the 1980sor1990swould
argue against that definition. Libraries survived the deep budget cuts and downsizing
of the 1980s and 1990s by widening the
scope of resources beyond one physical
library. Even if the only technological tool
available to a downsized library is corporate e-mail for delivery of online searches,
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this one tool facilitatescommunicationand
saves librarians' time by cutting out the
delivery work of printing and mailing an
online search.
How do we rethink our education and
habits to shift our management of libraries
from shelf access to wherever access of
information? The answer will differ in
each special library,but it will certainly be
a different answer than a decade ago. Basic
to these paradigm shifts is the concept that
we have the opportunity and challenge to
be directly involved in this transformation
of information flow and communication.
Will control of access to information be
totally shifted to end-users? With this new
universe of sources it becomes more important to have an information guide
through the maze of files and databases.
There will be several phases of reorganization and restructuring of work flow and
responsibilities in the transition between
traditional library functions and technology-driven functions.Will technology continue to help us make faster mistakes? Or
will the Total Quality Management programs of the 1990s reinforce periodic reviews, or re-engineering, of what we are
doing and why we are doing it?
The virtual library environment will place
increasing demand on the flexibility of the
skills, capabilities, and continuing education of library staff. It will also q u i r e
communication and technological skills
that are much more sophisticated than in
past years, as well as constant training and
development of all library staff members.
Long-rangeplans for libraries will become
more flexible and attempt to be technology-independent.The constant changes in
technology will q u i r e constant reviews
of the balance of budget items.
The commitmentto increasing the size of a
book or paper-based collection will be

refined to support that specific audience.
More of the budget will be used to support
access than acquisition.

Are We There Yet?
Gapen's conclusion that the library is librarians, not books, is also the key to the future of
special librarianship. In the early 1990s,there
are libraries that maintain only a small shelf of
reference materials and access all other information from other locations and in a variety of
media (paper to electronic image), as needed
and when appropriate.On the other hand, there
exist many small collections of books that
would not answer the needs of the users if
these books were not in paper format. The
important choice is the answer to the question:
"What best matches the users' needs?"
Although few of us would deny that recent
technological advances have made it possible
to create a less collection-dependent special
library than a few years ago, we do not share a
common definition of a virtual library. In
1993, some would say that we now have
electronically assisted, not virtual libraries.
LaRue would expect a true virtual library to
offer more than just simulated library functions, however nifty andconvenient.His "true"

virtual library would offer the sensory experience also-perhaps to the extent that a patron
could interact with other virtual patrons? Perhaps this sounds more likestar Trek: The Next
Generationthan Captain James T. Kirk's voicecommanded computers with flashing colored
lights, but can YOU imagine a true virtual
library without the mediation of special librarians?

Conclusion
An important quality of special librarians is
our dedicated commitment to continuously
update our skills and increaseour professional
knowledge to serve the mission of our specific
library setting. In 1993, special librarians are
faced with the challenge of shaping the impact
of virtual library technology. Although written in 1904, Ida Rosenberg continues to challenge librarians today: "All reference work
should have one unvarying end and aim: to
furnish to each and every applicant, the readiest, easiest,andsurestmethodofobtainingany
information sought." The prospect of the virtual library promises to refresh and support
Rosenberg's mission and enliven the special
library profession. Have wereally reached the
potential of the virtual library? I hope not!
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The Virtual Library: Almost There
by Sylvia E.A. Piggott

Technological as well as economic changes have made it clear that the familiar
role of librarians as information intermediaries must undergo immense change if
librarians are to avoid being displaced by a variety of contenders. We will not be far
into the 21st century before the librarian's role in the information retrieval process
disappears in the face of perfected end user access. At the Bank of Montreal,
librarians are responding to this challenge by implementing prototypes of the
"virtual library" and developing user self-sufficiency as information products and
costs lend themselves to this concept.

herapid developments in computertechnology as well as economic changes
have made it clear that the familiar role
of librariansas information intermediariesmust
undergo immense change, if librarians are to
avoid being displaced by a variety of contenders. The imminent arrival of virtual reality, that is, the receiving of images, enabling
interaction with the information, will force
librarians to re-educate themselves to meet
this digital challenge, because technology is
changing not only research methods as we
know them today, but will also change the
kinds of questions that are posed. In addition,
with vendors placing the emphasis on perfected end user access, by the early 21st century the librarian's role in the information
retrieval process can be expected to change in
a very radical way, if this role does not disappear entire1y.
Librarians have recognized that multimedia
digitized information, when stored electronically, manipulated at will, and distributed
to users in a form that allows them to control
the learning experience, will enhance the productivity of users. The user is the key to the
success of the virtual library because the raison
d' b r e of the virtual library is to satisfy the
information needs of the user. The system
must be designed to help even the most naive
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users so that they succeed with initial interactions and are willing to try again for subsequent needs.
To facilitate this process requires that the
technological infrastructure and communication patterns we create are aligned with the
thought processes and learning styles of the
people they bring together. That is, the pattern
of human thought must be matched to the
pattern of the organization of knowledge. This
may require some collaboration of computer
scientiststo design the hardwareand software,
neuroscientists to give input into the mental
mapping of users, and library scientists to give
input into the organization of knowledge.
Without this match, technology will not bring
about the dramatic increases in productivity
that we expect, because the learning process
will be hampered by the sheer volume of
information through which the user must maneuver t find relevant, precise answers.

The Virtual Library
The virtual library concept has been written
about widely in both the library literature and
thecomputer science literature. D. Kaye Gapen
(1992) defines the virtual library as "the concept of remote access to the contents and
services of libraries and other information
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resources, combining an on-site collection of
current and heavily used matenals in both print
and electronic form, with an electronic network
which provides access to and delivery from,
external worldwide library and commercial informationknowledgesources." We may see this
happening f i t in theentertainmentarena,where
you will be able todial your local video store and
download your video for viewing.
There are three elements necessary for the
virtual library concept to work effectively: the
user, information in digital format, and the
computerizednetwork. Some information providers are successfully incorporating all three
elements. However,one major inhibitor is that
digitized video consumes large quantities of
computer power as each minute of digital
video represents a large repository of data.The
good news is that storagecapacity is expected,
in the near future, to be in the one- to fivegigabyte range and the price is dropping. In
addition, it is estimated that computing speeds
and density double every 18 months. In other
words, every 18 months we can buy a computer that is twice as fast and has twice as much
memory for the same cost. Computer memory
is about 150 million times more powerful
today-for the same unit cost-than it was in
1950 (Kurzweil, 1992). There are also great
stridesbeing made in digital compressiontechnology.
Today's library then is very much a work in
progress and is largely driven by the available
technology. However, although some libraries
are embracing the new technology as rapidly as
it becomes available, others are lagging behind
and it may be years before most libraries are
fullyelectronic.It has been pmhcted that by the
end of the decade, all information in some
disciplines will be available electronically, at
which time the virtual library in its fullest form
will be a reality.
Librarians will have, by then, assumed the
role of knowledge managers, and will increasingly be involved in the development of
instructional strategies which will facilitate
the productive use of the virtual library. In
other words, the librarian will assume more of
a management role than an operational role.
Despite all the ongoing challenges to be met
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in implementing the virtual library in its fullest
form, some organizations have taken the lead in
implementing prototypes in the form of desktop
libraries. One such organization is the Bank of
Montreal in Canada.

Bank of Montreal
The Bank of Montreal is an international
corporation employing over 33,000 people
worldwide, operating across a number of time
zones. So libraries without walls or the virtual
library which can serve up instant information
to its clientsregardlessof location or time zone
are very attractive to the Bank.
In addition, the Bank must serve its staff in
the two official languages in Canada-English andFrench. To meet this challenge,there
are two libraries in two cities, Toronto and
Montreal, which wry out the function of
providing information services to Bank staff
worldwide.
The libraries' strategy is to aggressively
seek out and exploit electronic replacements
of hard copy sources which serve the Bank's
goals and objectives, at any given time. The
ultimate outcome of this strategy is that Bank
staff will be able to work anywhere and, through
their computers, easily use and share information products which make up the Bank's information collections. We believe that this is the
economical way of providing for the information requirements of the Bank's staff without
increasing staff or physical space.
The libraries therefore, employ leading edge
technologies to identify, gather, interpret, filter, manipulate, enhance, and deliver information to meet corporate requirements. Staff are
connected to this information through the corporatecommunicationnetwork which includes
local area network (LAN) technology, as well
as mainframe electronic e-mail, and facsimile
machines. In addition, the libraries have access to hundreds of computerized databases
covering all subjects germane to the Bank's
business, including an extensive collection of
CD-ROM databases.
In recent months, the libraries have acquired
access to the Internet as a means of searching
the major university catalogs of the world and

to partake in the relevant discussion forum on
the system. So the libraries have the basic
requirements for desktop delivery of information.

Desktop Libraries
Utilizing LAN technology and pcANYWHERJYRemote communication software,the
libraries provide a selection of electronic services to a significant number of the Bank staff
in North America, who have the requisite
electronic configuration to access these services.
Some of the library products which are
delivered to the desktops of over 1,000 staff
members are described below.
Execunews
This service was implemented in 1989 and
consists of pull-down menus providing access
to four serviceswhich were deemed useful to the
executives as well as some senior managers.
The Execunews system is fully automated, in
that search strategieswhich includepreselected
topics are programmed to run automatically at
various times throughout a 24-hour period,
against a number of external online systems.
The first run takes place at about 4:00 a.m. each
day to pick up the Newsgrid which provides
international coverage of business and industry,
and thereafter, as each newspaper or service
becomes available online, the database is updated to include new information.
The system has been programmed to automatically remove extraneouscodes and fields
so that the final text is easy to read. The system
is made available to users when they arrive at
work each morning, and the day's information
is purged at night and replaced by more up-todateinformation. TheExecunewsserviceconsists of:
Newswatch-a newsclipping service that
monitors topics on a da~lybasis;
Dailyrates-dady market rates compiled
by the Economics Department of the
Bank of Montreal;
NewsAnalysis-an analytical research service which provides analyses on various
topics written by staff in the Bank's

Economics Department. Commentaries
and weekly bulletins are included. The
analystresponsible for the work appends
hisher name to the bottom of each topic
so that anyone interested in further
information has a contact.
CustomNews-a customized information
tracking service that monitors topics of
interest to specific banking groups on
demand.
Newswatch accesses the current business
day's news worldwide, from online external
databases. Specific sources accessed are the
major Canadian newspapers, such as the Globe
and Mail, Financial Post, Vancouver Sun,
Calgary Herald, Montreal Gazette, and the
Halifax Daily News. In addition, news wires
such as Canada News Wires (CNW), UPI,
Reuters, Agence France Associated Press,
Koydo, and PR Newswire are also accessed.
These sources are updated at various times
during the day.
Within the Newswatch database, the topics
are arranged as follows:
World News
World Business
Globe & Mail Front Page
International Financial
Canadian Financial
Bank of Montreal
In order to ensure that copyright is respected,
a note is appended to the system which reads:
"All news items are copyright protected. Redistribution of information contained in Newswatch
is not permitted. Copyrightpermission has been
granted for display purposes only." Users are
instructed to call the libraries to obtain print
copies.
CD-ROM
The libraries subscribe to a significant number of CD-ROM products. However, only a
selection of these products are contained in the
electronicdesktoplibrary. The CD-ROMs delivered to the desktops of over 1,000 staff are:
Computer Library
Canadian Business & Current Affairs
Disclosure Canada

ABI/Inform
Grolier's Encyclopedia
Maclean's Magazine
The end user accesses these services with
minimal help from the library staff. The library staff is, of course, called to provide upto-date information to supplement this service, as necessary.

Newsedge
The Newsedge serviceis a product of Desktop Data in Waltham, MA. The Newsedge
installation at the Bank of Montreal allows
each individual on the system to access his
own custom-monitored news alongside the
other business information inputs on which
he/she relies.
Newsedge capturesand combines live news
from over la)different newswires delivered
by satellite to the Bank's premises. Specifically, this product provides the Bank's executives and other officers with:
Incoming stories that match pre-selected topics;
Current headlines which arrive from
multiple newswires;
Full text of news stories;
Profile capability for setting up pre-defined search strategies;
Search capability for any topic in the
database;
Print, save, and archive capability;
NEWSVIEW tomonitor headlines while
working with other DOS applications.
Although there are multiple newswiresavailable on the Newsedge system, the Bank has
chosen to use only someof the services,namely:
Globe & Mail, DowVision, Reuters Money
News, the FinancialPost, the Canadian French
newspaper package, and the Southam Locals
(regional newspapers across Canada).
The services chosen are considered the most
relevant to the clientele served.
The Internet
The libraries as well as several departments
access the Internet on a regular basis. The
libraries retrieve and distributerelevant infor-

mation electronically to the desktops of several clients.

Research Stations
There are some Research Stations installed
throughout the Bank from which end users can
access the electronic library products. From
these Research Stations, end users perform
simple research activities such as looking at
the Execunews databases or querying the CDROM services. Newsedge is available from
theseResearch Stations,but only to those who
have a need and are prepared to be chargedback for the services. In addition to these
shared-access Research Stations, individuals
can also access the desktop library products
from their workstations.
The research staff also send research results
to the individuals' workstations when this is
feasible, instead of sending hard copies. The
electronic transmission of research results has
contributed to improved productivity of both
the research staff and the end user. End users
can manipulate the data received to produce
desired reports without having to re-key the
information.

Effects of the Electronic
Library on Library Staff
The library, like all other areas in the Bank,
is going through a paradigm shift--one where
continuous improvement, teamwork, and
shared resources are encouraged and valued.
With the shift from paper to electronic forms,
the library staff have had to evaluate their
future in this highly technological environment. It became clear that traditional library
skills had to be enhanced to allow for effective
exploitation of the technology in keeping with
the Bank's strategy for information delivery.
The competencies of the staff had to be reviewed and training had to be identified and
provided where necessary. In addition, the
libraries had to form alliances with groups
which have the necessary technical skills to
allow for implementation of the technology in
a cost-effective manner.
One sobering effect has been that the human
touch is still required. As Kurzweil (1993)

said, "the virtual library is still an institution
and clearly will require administration. As
with all institutions, computers will continue
to facilitate the efficiency of administration,
but this human-directed function will not go
away." Indeed, theexperienceof the librarians
has been that with the roll-out of the electronic
library,end users are beginning to ask for more
and more in-depthresearch as their curiosity is
peaked by what is available in the desktop
library packages.
It seems, therefore, that until such time as
computers are capable of matching human
intelligence, and until such time as all the
information required by a user is delivered at
histher desktop at an affordableprice, the role
of the librarian in the process of managing and
imparting knowledge will remain central. In
the external arena, the library staff has initiateddiscussions with informationproviders in
order to work with them to develop electronic
information services in a format which meets
the Bank's specifications.
Another positive effect of the electronic
library is that the librarians are also seen as
experts in selecting, evaluating, and implementing, in a timely manner, the electronic
information sources.
In addition, some of the library staff are
providing technical as well as information
retrieval support to the end users, thereby
increasing the value of the librarian's skills to
the organization.The library has also become
the central technological platform for external
information.
The pressure to do more with the technology
has resulted in the reduction of human resources necessary to serve the staff. Despite
this, the library has been able to improve
services in oneof its key activities-providing
timely answers to a larger group of staffwhile meeting the human resourceschallenges
set by the organization.
Those who remain in this electronic world
are finding that the new dimensions to their
jobs are exciting and rewarding as they are
utilizing leading edge technology in their daily
work and are marketing state-of-the-art services to the Bank staff at all levels. The opportunity to evaluate thelatest electronicinforma-

tion products is an added positive dimension to
the jobs as well.

Effects of the Electronic
Library on End-Users
The acceptance of electronic access and
delivery of information by end-users has been
mixed. In the areas where technology has been
commonplace for sometime, the electronic
library is accepted as part of the normal activities of the unit. In areas where technology is
just being introduced, there will be extensive
training to help staff become comfortable with
using the electronic library, so that they can
become as self-sufficientas possible and find
a significant amount of the information required to do their jobs.
The long range plan is to have a significant
number of the libraries' clientele become user
self-sufficient, thus freeing the librarians to
provide consultation,evaluation, and training
to staff as necessary. In addition, the library
staff will be able to participate in some high
profile Bank projects. The extensive roll-out
of electronic serviceswillalsoallow the librarians to serve a larger clientele both within
North America and overseas.

Towards 2005
The Bank of Montreal is progressing towards a fully functional electronic library service. We visualize a future at the Bank where
staff will consider the electronic library as the
normal way to access information products.
As the technology continues to improve and
miniaturize, we see a future where staff will
eventually travel with their PIDs (Personal
Information Devices),or PDAs (PersonalDigital Assistants), work in transit, and then upon
enteringthe office, slip the device into the base
station and continue to work via voice, video,
and keystrokes, accessing colleagues' electronic calendars, or being alerted to stock
portfolio performance, or retrieving any other
relevant information.
That is, instead of today's passive productivity tools, computers will become active
collaborators-searching for information,con-

necting with other companies and individuals,
making suggestions and even pointing out
interesting news-all in a multimedia format.
Elaborate data networks, in combination
with super-CPUs using photonic processors
(machines that process pulses of light) operating at super computer speed, will drive this
system. Portable machineswith wireless communications will enable employees to create
virtual offices wherever they go.
Personal Digital Assistants (F'DAs) with
built-in wirelesscommunicationsand advanced
handwriting recognition and intelligent software, will, in the near future, allow staff to get
facts and figures wherever they go. The PDA
will radio the desktop computer back at the
office, which will then scan the corporate
database or search external databases to find
the right answer.
In other words, the PDA will allow staff to
execute job responsibilities and personal affairs from anywhere at any time.
This is the future of information management and delivery and it will bring about
massive improvements and challenges to the
librarian's job over the next decade.
However, before this transformation to virtual reality takes place, there is much to be
done. For example, we need to create electronic information systems that match individuals' patterns of thinking and learning in
order to produce the kind of productivity expected. In addition, before productive user
self-sufficiency can be achieved, several areas
of information creation and delivery must be
addressed, namely:
consensusamong electronic publishers as
to search syntax and protocol;
collaboration among providers of elec-

tronic information in providing information as a package, rather than as individual
systemsrequiring separate negotiation for
usage;
computer programs which reason like library users do; for example, building into
the computer reasoning and judgment as
carried out by human beings. This requiresthat systemsbedesigned with computer icons which facilitate the human
mind's genetic predisposition to pick up
certain visualcues, thereby simulating the
mental map of the user;
building in data literacy or familiarity
with how data or text behave inside a data
bank;
handling both novices and experts in the
same system; and
negotiating favorablecopyrightaccess and
use of electronic information.
These are some of the challenges facing the
librarian, the user, the information provider,
and the technologists who are responsible for
producing the electronic equipment and software to facilitate the virtual library.
One final thought-last October's Business
Week, in its cover story "Virtual Reality,"
noted that Carnegie Mellon University's Joseph Bates has created animated characters
that exhibit emotions based on theories of
human behavior. The next step: virtual worlds
filled with creatures that humans can interact
with as they would another person. These
"artificial life" creaturesmay be the librarians'
future challenge as they may one day play the
role of librarian in your organization. A rather
blurry vision for the moment, but the research
into "artificial life" is progressing!
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Sydney Claire, SLA Professional Award
Winner 2005: Transformational
Librarianship in Action
by Stephen Abrorn

S

ydney Claire is an information coach
with The Triad Group. In this position,
she carries a client load of about 10 selfmanaging work teams at a time. Her role is to
use her highly-developedinformation skills to
leverage decision making at Triad. The Triad
Group, a global corporation operating in all
three world mad partners (the Americas Bloc,
the Pacific Rim and the EEC), exists as a core
decision supportorganization @SO, these were
called holding companies many years ago) for
investments undertaken by itself and its partners to build value for its shareholders.
The date is June 1,2005-just before the
SLA conference in Toronto, ON, Canada, but
available for the first time to all SLA members
through the newly -arrived SatelliteInteractive
Connection System, colloquially called the
Virtual Conference. Her mind is distracted by
notes she is dictating to her personal assistant
(PA) in order to create a interactive multimedia presentation for her panel discussion on
the use of electronic client profiling as a means
of predictive service delivery. She is interrupted by a client call on her video screen,
which automatically puts her personal assistant on "call monitor/record" to deal with this
higher priority function.
The client call from Zachary Jared, a team
facilitation specialist in Vienna, Austria, is

automatically translated into English. Sydney
is able torespond to him inEnglish through her
Kurzweil translator. He needs to consult with
her on how to formulate a query over the
Internet to assure maximum response with the
fewest false drops. Zachary also wanted advice on how to add this informationeffectively
to his PA in order to integrate the information
automatically with other informationcollected
internally and externally by his work team and
with their meeting notes. They were on a
deadline and were just about to ask the PA to
analyze the data and report on any holes in
their work patterns and information search to
date.
Sydney wasable to counsel Zachary through
his Internet queries, and she also used the
opportunity to transfer some of her skills to
Zachary. She located a little-used utility on the
global network that would reprocess his search
result and enable him to add it more quickly to
his work team's shared files. And finally,
Zachary's account was debited automatically
for Sydney's services.
As Sydney prepared her presentation, she
thought back to her first SLA Conference and
how things had changed in 20 years. She
considered how large a role SLA had played in
providing the leadership her chosen profession needed to develop the skills, behaviors,

and attitudes that were now required for success in the many jobs information pmfessionals now held. Indeed, she fist fully understood
the term "information professional" at an early
SLA Conference. In fact, the SLA President's
Task Force on the Value of the Information
Professional is now regarded as a turning point
in helping special librarians understand the
true worth of information service.
Sydney well remembers the turbulence in
the profession in the '90s as information became the only remaining success lever for
business. Some of her colleagues were unable
to make the transition from effective library
manager to transformational librarian, and
SLA's leadership struggled through the '90s
to understand and redefine the image of the
information professional and to further research the value equation for information. All
of this acceleratedat the 1994Conference with
the announcement of a new vision for the
future of SLA and the profession. The vision-rooted in the values first espoused by
John Cotton Dana and shared throughout the
history of the profession-provided the touchstone needed to focus on the key competencies
required for success in the future. Sydney
remembers being excited by the vision at first,
then skeptical that the profession could really
embrace the vision without the information
parade passing it by, and then being thrilled at
how her Association implemented it.
Sydney recalled the national education program for all SLA members delivered throughout the '90s in preparation for the Millennium.
SLA members were proud to see the leadership of their Association held up as a model of
active paradigm shifters,aheadof many industries who struggled to embrace the ever more
rapidly changing environment.The nub of the
program was to add certain core competencies
to the profession that it would sorely need for
success in the information age-competencies that were not entirely understood or appreciated when the majority of Sydney's colleagues received their professional education.
These training opportunities were based on the
premise that the future would require four key
competencies:

True information literacy-Not merely
technological or computer literacy, not the
entry-level skill of numeracy or language literacy or just research and communication
skills-but the ability to combine a deep understanding of information dynamics with
advanced interpersonal and empathy skills to
deliver answers that support client decisions.
Selling skills-not just marketing ability.
Since information was now the commodity
that drove the economies of the Triad, it was
now essential that leaders in the information
industry be completely at ease with pricing
and closing the sales of information transactions.
Affiliative abilities-how
things had
changed through the '90s with respect to what
used to be clear competition among corporations. Alliances among companies were now
the norm, especially after it became clear that
acquisitionsdid little to build wealth and much
to chum money without adding value. The
ability to construct on-the-fly temporary, and
sometimes long-term, alliances between informationindustry players (including vendors,
intellectualproperty creators, copyright owners, libraries, etc.) was essential to create the
multimedia, multi-dimensional packages clients now demanded.
Strategic thinking-Sydney's corporation
was not unique in that it had adopted the
biological model of organization, meaning
that its structure more closely resembled a
model of an organic molecule with pieces
allying and breaking off as needs demanded.
Indeed, with few exceptions, nearly all "units"
were shared with other organizations and the
lines had blurred over the years so that one
organization ended where another began. This
meant that certain core competencies were
valued more highly than others. The organization now placed much lower value on traditional managerial and supervisory skills and
higher valueon analytical andcriticalthinking
skills, advanced networking and teamwork
abilities, independent work styles, informa-
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tion handling skills, and communicationskills
that went beyond the "excellent oral and written communication skills" cliche of Sydney's
early career.
All of these training opportunities were colored by the belief that the '90s and beyond
would feature accelerated change on all fronts
and that truly successful information professionals could take the dimension of time into
account in their research and produce information packages that were so proactive that their
content wouldbe largely predictive. Theinformation professionals who most fully developed this skill were in the highest demand.
Many organizations lived by the precept that
"If you cannot think about the future, you
cannot have one" and understood that to be
mly ahead of the competition they had to live
in the future for almost all decisions-and that
the only proven reducer of risk for this strategy
was effective use of information.
Sydney thought back to when she got her
MLS in 1989. In those halcyon days she had
looked forward to working her way up to
running a large banking library or perhaps in
another business information center. Now she
thought of her colleagues and how few of them
actually worked in what could be called "traditional" special library environments.Indeed,
few organizations even had those kind of libraries anymore, although they almost always
had more "librarians" than they did in the past.
She remembered all those unproductive debates about calling her profession "librarianship" and how many of colleagues declared
that they were no longer"librarians7'as soon as
they were promoted out of the "library." Her
colleagues noticed that CPA's didn't declare
themselves "no longer CPA's" when they became bank presidents and professional engineers were still engineers when they led the big
oil companies. In the dawn of the information

age, Sydney began to think thatbeing aprofessional librarian wasn't such a bad thing.
Sydney had learned in an SLA course how
to really communicate effectively with the
numbers people. At library school she learned
the importanceof statistics.Unfortunately, the
drill hadn't included what to do with all of
these wonderful stats! SLA focused on the
importance of measurement-measuring the
right things,usingthesemeasurements tocommunicate to management, measuring value,
measuring success, and measuring the relationship of the library functions to the
organization's mission and goals. Learning
the real purpose of statistics-to measure success, and not to use them as a defensive tactic
to ward off downsizing initiatives from management-had freed Sydney to re-evaluate
what her library should do and not just defend
what it did. Sydney was ready to tackle the
future.
This reflection upon her roots gave Sydney
the energy she needed to get back to her
presentation. She womed, as she had for 20
years, that there were always librarians who
knew more than she did about her topic. Was
she really a so-called "expert"? She worried
how she would look on the monitor across the
world and how she would sound in simultaneous translation-they hadn'tquiteperfected
theemotionless voices of the translators, which
made using humor chancy. Then she felt a
quick rush of anxiety when she realized that in
10 years the SLA conference speakers might
be projected as three dimensional holograms,
too!
Her reverie ended as her PA called with
another assignment. She glanced at the plaque
over her kitchen table and read Triad's motto...
Information not books
Answers not information
Decisions not answers.

Formerly Director of lnformation and Marketing Resources for the Hay Group in Canada,
Stephen Abram is Publisher, Electronic lnformation for Carswell, Thomson Professional
Publishing. He is the immediate Past Chair of SLA's Library Management Division.
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Buzzwords for 2005
January 1,2005.
The editors have developed the annual list of words that are essential for the modem, "with it"
transformational librarian. If you are caught using the words on the left...

Transformation
Organize
Surrogate
Sell
Measurements
Standards
The Batch of "One"
Customization
Educate
Communicate
Profit Center
Any where
Seamless
Just-in-Time
Proactive
Think
Partner
support
Personal Technology Assistant
Review
Research
Vendor Alliance
Quality Guarantee
Counsel
Flexible
Facilitate
Package
Deliver
Analyze
Personalize

Transaction
Catalog
Lend
Free
Statistics
Rules & Regulations
Mass Production
One-Size-Fits-All
Train
Tell
Expense Budget
Library Facility
Stand-Alone
Just-in-Case
Responsive
Calculate
Employee
Service
Technology as a Tool
Inform
Reference Questions
Inter-Library Loans &
Document Delivery
Information Liability
Advise
Library Policies
Point
Photocopy
Send
Provide
Uniform Service Levels

-by Stephen Abram
special libraries

The Path to (10
by Alan King

M

aking the climb from corporate librarian to chief information officer
was anything but an easy process.
Destroying stereotypes, reeducating customers and management, playing politics, and
doing the job better than any two other people
were all prerequisites for the position. A good
healthy dose of self-confidenceand an unflagging commitment to the value of information
rounded off the requirements.
From the very beginning of my career, the
image of librarians and librarianship offered
both advantages and obstacles.Most potential
competitors within the company underestimated my abilities and ambitions, giving me
the element of surprise and the opportunity to
navigate the political seasunchallenged.However, those in authority had difficulty comprehending that the skills I possessed as librarian
could also have value outside the library. It
was my responsibility to enlighten them.
I worked to develop a new definition for
my self and my department that put us squarely
in the business of supporting the company and
not just the library. We became major players
in low profile projects that we knew had the
potential to become high profile projects. An
executive information system that had languished in theimaginationof a few individuals
for many years became a reality when my
department provided the practical information
framework for its integration into the company. The success of this project led directly to
the creation of a corporate information highway, of which we were in charge.

We asked simple questions that served to
measure the positive impact of our function on
the corporate bottom line and our customer's
satisfaction with our services. We asked our
customers about the quality and accuracy of
our research and how much time that research
had saved them. This amount was then multiplied by a corporate average wage figure to
yield a believable and powerful statisticon the
value of our function. And, in addition, we
listened intently to what our customers had to
say--positive and negative.
We forged alliances and partnerships with
other departments that extended our grasp and
more fully integrated us into the fiber of the
company. Weconstantly surveyed theinternal
and external environment for opportunities
and threats and made certain we had the resources to react appropriately. When legislation changed to increase competition in our
industry,our department developed a successful plan for establishing a competitive intelligence function at our company. And above all
else, we made our message consistent-that
information, not technology, was really the
strategic resource.
Slowly, attitudeschanged and opportunities
for advancement increased. When the company created the position of CIO, it was logical
that the only two candidatesshould come from
the library and information services departments. It was also logical that thejob should go
to the person who could best advocate the role
of information in corporate success-the librarian.

Alan King is Director of Information Management at the Central Maine Power Company in
Augusta, ME. He is also the founding Director of the Center for Energy Information, a for-profit
information brokerage.

Transformational Librarians and
Entrepreneurial Librarians:
Are They Different?
by Larry X. Besant

E

ntire forests have been destroyed to publish the answers to Abraham Zoleznik's
classic question,"Managers andLeaders:
Are They Different?" (Zoleznik, 1977). Too
bad. Wouldn't generationsof MBA's have been
satisfied (even empowered?) with the classic
answer, "Managers are people who do things
right and leaders are people who do the right
thing." (Bennis and Nanus, 1985, p. 21).
For that matter, why do librarians care
whether MB A's are satisfied or empowered or
not? Why do librarians-especially special
librarians-rganized,
networked, working
smarter, putting knowledge to work, wonderful Katharine Hepbum smarter-than-the-computer special librarians keep sticking their fingers into theelecuic sockets ofbusiness school
management fads?
What good has it done? If special librarians
are catalysts to corporate and sciltech progress,
why don't we ever see anything about librarians or information managers in Drucker, or
Peters and Waterman, or Tichy and Devanna,
or even Lee Iacocca's books? Why not? Well,
it's because we haven't gotten up a good run
on either transformational or entrepreneurial
librarianship yet. That's why not. But look
out! They'll be teaching librarianship,or maybe
cybrarianship, at the business schools before
it's over.
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And you better believe that your
transformationalsand your entrepreneurial librarians are different. Let one of your fancy
megatrend-following,California-talking,highrent management consultants try and slip up
on an in-control entrepreneurial librarian and
just see if the fur doesn't fly. We're talking
piece-of-the-action initiative plus risk-taking
autonomy here. If old Ranganathancould come
back and take control as an information entrepreneur, he sure would add a new law-the
right book, at the right time, for the right
reader--at the right price. Up close and personal-and profitable. That's the bottom line
for entrepreneurs, whatever game they're in.
They're mavericks and loners, but they love
the action and just keep coming back for more.
Transformational librarians would also go
all out helping the blue chip management
consultant get his or her latest book on the
management bandwagon bestseller. But not
for personal gain, nosirree. No bean-counting
tit-for-tatfor transformational librarians. This
would be more a shared vision with some
charisma stirred in. The transformational librarian readily recognizes the need for revitalizing the client's access to information. The
vision of a rich, but focused information future
is shaped from the top down. And that shared
or collective action "empowers and elevates"
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both the client and the librarian. Ultimately,
the transformation institutionalizes the mutually improved information-seeking environment for the "good of the cause."
Whichever route they take, special librarians arejumping on the high road they've been
aiming for since John Cotton Dana first offered specialized service from a specialized
collection to a specialized clientele.
Standing in the future in the year 2005 we
may see the validity of Allen Veaner's prediction:
"It is the mind's capacity to deal with
uncertainty and ambiguity-precisely the
strength of the human spirit-that we
require to lead our libraries into the unknowns of the twenty-first century. The

beacon of human judgment outshines the
brightness of any formula or vogue methodology, however atuactive at the moment. As librarianshipadvances into that
realm of high-technology light industry,
Shapero's second law may become recognized as the foremost principle of effective, flexible administration: 'No matter how you design a system, humans
make it work anyway."' (Veaner, Allen
B. Academk Librarianship in a Transformational Age: Program, Politics, and
Personnel. Boston: G.K. Hall, 1990; and
Shapero, Albert. Managing Professional
People; Understanding Creative Performance. New York: Free Press, 1985).

Larry X. Besant is Director of Libraries at Morehead State University in Morehead, KY. He
has worked in special libraries at Chemical Abstracts Service and Linda Hall Library and believes
that academic libraries may be an endangered species without more transformational
leadership.

Paradox, Paragon, or Paralysis?
Three Organizations in 2005
by Eunice Hogeveen and Rebecca Jones

w How will libraries be functioning in 2005? It depends on the paradigms and
principles they choose. Paradox: Will they embark upon a totally new venture that
seems slightly absurd compared to their current role? Paragon: Will they establish
new paradigms themselves, becoming a model of excellence? Or will they be
paralyzed, losing any role or position for themselves? The authors have drafted
each of these potential situations, set in the year 2005.

M

anagement gurus have developed
brand-new visions of how companies should be organized and managed to survive the future. A predominant
schoolof thought suggests the principles which
have driven structure and managementof work
in the twentieth century will not beappropriate
for the next century. "America's business problem is that it is entering the twenty-first century with companies designed during the nineteenth century," observed Michael Hammer
and James Champy in their bookReengineering
the Corporation. What are some of these principles which will drive corporate organization
and management? And specifically,what can
we envision for special libraries of the future,
if we apply these principles to library and
information services? While there are many
new paradigms and principles being experienced and forecast for the future,our scenarios
focus on three: the paradigms of venturing,
process orientation and positioning.

Venturing
Zenas Block and Ian MacMillan define a
venture as an activity which is new to the
organization, involves a higher risk offailure,
is characterized by greater uncertainty and
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which is undertaken for the purpose of increasing sales, profit, productivity or quality.
Let's look at an example of venturing with a
university library. ..

Overview
In 1991 the University Graduate Research
Library (GRL) began investigating ways to
recover costs and entrench its services for
students,alumni and the surrounding community. Budgets were declining and it was painfully obvious that without an influx of revenues and a secureclient base, the GRL would
have toreduce services,staff, serials and overall spending. Rather than choosing to cut services--oneof the most conventionaloptionsGRL embarked on a new venture as it expanded services. The GRL Manager felt that
the 1990s were presenting new challenges,
which called for new solutions, not conventional solutions.
By late 1992, GRL had aligned itself with
two local corporations, supplying their information research and document delivery services for a fee. Many academic libraries had
been offering fee-based online and research
services to businesses, but it was unique for an
academic library such as GRL to contract with
companies to provide all information services,
such asjournal routing, SDI'sorcurrent aware-
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ness tracking, and document delivery, which
were traditionally offered by an internal corporate library. This change of direction for
GRL headed it for where it is today: the "Information to Knowledge Advisory Centre"
(InfoKAC, as many call it). InfoKAC operates
as an independent unit, fully recovering all of
its costs. Its clients include students, whose
fees are included in their tuition, and corporate
and personal accounts, which are charged at a
competitive rate.
Facilities
Although no one would have believed it 14
years ago, the InfoKAC is still in the same
facility today that it was in 1991. And, although the space was cluttered and cramped
then, it is sufficienttoday. The bays of periodicals, cabinets of vertical files, cumbersome
and finicky photocopiers and most of the
shelvesof paper-based reference materials are
gone. In their place are several carrels with
terminals or notepadhotebook docking stations. Clients use either the terminals or their
own notepadhotebook to access the university network. The network is their pathway to
both university and commercially-produced
databases of electronicinformation andknowledge pools.
Organization & Staffing
The InfoKAC Manager has a dual reporting
relationship to both the Dean of the Graduate
School and the Vice-Chancellor of Information & KnowledgeManagement.The InfoKAC
Team, comprised of an Information Resource
Coordinator, Services Delivery Coordinator,
Networking Coordinator and five Information
Editorial Advisors reports, as a team, to the
InfoKAC Manager.
Two of the Information Editorial Advisors
are responsible for working with students to
help them understand the paths, gateways and
collections most applicable for their specific
needs. The other three Advisors work with
assigned corporate and personal accounts, either preparing reports and studies for them,
developing customized services and products
or advising and training them on the paths and
information stores they need to use.

The Information Resource Coordinator manages the InfoKAC collection. "Collection" has,
of course, an entirely different composition today. It includes all information sources accessible to the InfoKAC, including traditional paper products, those contracted for online, and
those on the university network. Constantly
tracking what's new in the area of information
paths and stores, the coordinator works with the
advisors to contract with s o m e suppliers, manages these contracts and copyright, and determines the media required for various information sources (paper, online, voice, wan-based,
multimedia&both for new sources and existing sources that may need to be converted. This
Coordinator also oversees the organization and
automatic indexing of all sources in the system,
ensuring subject integrity.
The Services Delivery Coor&nator manages
the delivery of all InfoKAC documents, products and customized servides.Together with the
Networking Coordinator, helshe ensures that
the interfaces, networks and electronic delivery
routes are operating efficiently and that the
advisors have the technology to provide what
their clients need. Since some sources are still
"physical" (paper, cd's, cassettes, videos, etc.),
Services Delivery also manages the automatic
check-out to loan these materials or the
"discmans" or "information readers" to students
who don't have the technology themselves to
scan in the sources they need to take home with
them.
The Networking Coordinator manages all of
the equipment and electronic pathways or systems used to access sources. This coordinator
works closely with the university systems network coordinators, who are still wrestling with
conversions and failing, archaic systems.
One of the venturing techniques which has
proven invaluable for GRL has been to partner
with software suppliers and publishers to beta
test new products. The result? GRL has been
able to obtain the latest in software and information sources. With these resources, they have
created some highly innovative customized services for clients. Tiny microphones and video
cameras perch on the top of their terminals as
part of the integrated communication collaborative system.

GRL has also been a test-site within the
university for human resources management
policies and procedures. Becausethe InfoKAC
is a cost-recoveryunit, the InfoKAC Manager
received approval for the Centre to operate
independently, in the true sense of the word,
so long as it meets its organizational and financial goals. Always a proponent of teamwork,
the InfoKAC Manager is a "manager" in title
only, functioning as facilitator and coach to
the team.
The effects of extensive teamwork skills
mining are readily apparent and the team
admits that it is functioning better than any of
the members thought possible five years ago.
They often begrudged the extra load this training placed on their schedulesand were uncomfortable with the uncertainty surrounding their
individual responsibilities. However, it was
evident that traditional work structures were
incompatible with a non-traditional venture
and, slowly but surely, the uncertainty began
to make sense. Two years ago, the last pieces
of the traditional structure were dismantled;
today there are nojob levels and compensation
relates directly to contribution.
The team and manager jointly evaluateeach
other's performance. Individual contribution
evaluations (previouslyknownasperformance
appraisals) encompass team input, client input, individual input and take into consideration the following areas:
revenue generation for InfoKAC;
specific contribution towards
InfoKAC7sgoals;
ability to cover for other team members; and
skills enhancement and skills application.
The team schedules itself automatically.
There are core hours a few times per week
when everyone is in and a schedule is made to
ensure that the right mix of skills are always
available for clients at the Centre. Two of the
advisors are rarely in InfoKAC, so they share
office space. Both find it more productive to
work on-site with some of their larger clients
or from their home offices. The technology
also allows other team members to work from

wherever is most productive for them. They
can, after all, function totally (communicate,
create and develop products, share and enhance ideas, evaluate reports, etc.) electronically, with each other and with their clients.
Their vision for InfoKAC? InfoKAC franchises in universities across the country.

Process Orientation
A process is a set of activities that, taken
together, produce a result of value to a customer. A process orientation thus demands a
focus away from tasks,jobs, people or structure (Hammer & Champy).Transporting ourselves to 2005, we envision how a process
orientation has transformed the information
centre of a global management consulting
firm.
Overview
In the early nineties, the information center
was heavily utilized. After overhead cost cutting reduced the professional staff by 25 percent, the remaining staff was finding itself
increasingly stretched to meet tight deadlines
for both proposal and report contributions, to
turn raw data into useable information, to
examine international sources for
benchmarking and leading edge experiences,
and on and on. Demands and appetite were
high, resources were scarce and rework was a
key frustration. Client demands were sometimes communicated inadequately, and were
often subject to change and redefinition. With
request volumes on the increase, quality and
depth of services were seriously threatened.
By the mid-nineties, the information center
manager had joined forces with the national
firm management team. They had a common
challenge, as all areas of the firm suffered
similar stresses. They were to look at their
processes of adding value to their customers.
No longer was it useful to look at the task of
SDI, document delivery, etc. No longer were
presentations for additional head count being
received, even if they were documented with
impressive statistics around service volumes.
Today there is no structure known as an
information center. Today there are informa-
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tion process consultants, whojoin 'case teams'
structured for particular client situations. Today there are also 'process teams' for such
ongoingneeds as business development. These
teams are composed of subject experts, process experts, participants from other disciplines for creativity, sometimes outside suppliers and sometimes clients.
Facilities
With only a few private offices remaining,
the firm operates with nodes of shared office
and meeting space. As many professionals
operate either from their homes, their client
sites or their cars, the office space requirement
is handled by booking of the shared space. The
exclusive organization around teams has lead
to heavy reliance and integration of software
support tools for all aspects of group activities
such as scheduling, decision-making, brainstorming, and information creation.
Organization & Staffing
The firm is organized to build, deliver and
maintain the business by continual formation
of needed case teams and the existence of
process teams for recumng processes. The
team adds value to its customer by consolidating all the skills required to creatively and
effectively complete the client assignment for
each case. Case teams are created to include
those professionals who are best able to help
the client define the problem, develop the
problem solving approach, brainstorm, examine the options, and recommend the solution.
Consultants bring their information gathering
expertise, experiences, and facilitation skills
to the team. Information process specialists
are selected for most client assignments, and
they are finding that the skills which matter
most in the environment are process skills,
communication skillsand knowledgeJdatasynthesis and editing. The most desirable attitude
is one of openness to learning.
For peak load situations,the firm maintains
relationships with several qualified, independent information specialists.Information specialists are evaluated by their teams and they
are also part of the evaluation of other team
members. They, as the rest of the team, are
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compensated on the bases of performance and
contribution. (Did the team win new business?
Did the information process component add
significant value to the final product? ) A key
part of the team evaluation is skills transfer.
(Did the subject expert learn more about information sources? Did the information consultant become a better facilitator?)
These contributionsto learning are a critical
evaluation factor. Evaluationsoccurreligiously
upon completion of all assignments, and in the
case of more substantial assignments, they
occur at critical milestones throughout the
project. Team leaders are responsible for the
administration of the evaluation and compensation systems, and they obviously find themselves in the roles of facilitator, coach and/or
enabler. An underpinning of all teams is the
belief that the customer,not the team leader, is
the true boss.
A critical success factor of the management
consulting firm is their approach to technology. They have adapted Hammer's and
Champy's principle of applying technology
inductively, not deductively. In the eighties
and nineties, information specialists were oriented to look at and for technology from the
perspective of automating information tasks
and services. In thecurrent inductive scenario,
new technology is first recognized as a powerful solution and then the search begins for
problems it might solve-problems which the
firm may not even recognize it has.

Positioning
Definitely not new for the millennium, but
with still many applications, is the concept of
positioning. Positioning, as defined by Trout
and Ries, relates to the place the product,
service, country or institution etc. holds in the
prospect's or client's mind.
Positioning is the exercise of finding and
establishing the desired positioning in the
mind of the customer or prospect. Ineffective
positioning strategies in advertising have obvious consequences. What consequences might
the lack of positioning strategies have for a
librarylinformation service unit of an organization?

Overview
Twelve years ago, in 1993, the Corporate
Library, as it was then known, experienced its
first significant downsizing. The budget was
reduced 20%; staff was cut from 12 to 10.
Following a merger with another large corporation, the new chairman of Meegler Electronics embraced the service and value continuous
improvement process. During the next 2-3
years, every unit at Meegler, including the
Library, completed service and value audits,
developing and implementing stringent standards and measures. Organizationally,the Library came within the Information Management Services Department, reporting to the
Chief Information Officer. In 1995the Library
changed its title to Information Sources Unit.
The audits, standards and measures were,
perhaps, the first visual stumblingblocks which
caused Information Sources to mp and irrevocably lose its position. But de-positioningcan
never be attributed to only one factor. Among
the conmbuting factors in this case were Information Sources':
inability to clearly define its position,
or role, its vision and strategy;
problems in transfemng skills and services into those required in the new
environment;
inertiaand nearparalysiscaused by fear
and misunderstanding of this new environment;
difficulty in communicating with the
CIO, with peers in the Department and
with the audit and measurement committees; and
isolation from other informationgroups
and suppliers.
Information Sources was perceived as the
"library," in the traditional sense. Consequently, when the department unveiled its
corporate-wideelectronic mail and employee
information system (EIS), the Information
Sources Unit was identified as a source of
"physical information: books, paper documents, audio-visual sources and photocopying." A new unit, "Information Capability
Services," was created to advise and connect
employees with the knowledge access path-

ways, like Internet, and databases (internal
and external) they needed.
Today, in 2005, Information Sourcesretains
responsibility for the internal corporate and
commercially-produced physical information
products and participates in the conversion of
these to the electronic full-media system. The
unit has three staff and has been integrated into
Information Capability Services. It is this latter group that is managing the conversion
project and the electronic full-media system.

Facilities
The Unit moved from its 10,000-squarefoot facility in 1995 to a 1,000-square-foot
room with open office concepts for the staff
and shelving for the physical products. Equipment includes high speed scanners for the
conversion and notepads for each staff, which
are fully connected to the corporate "integrated interactivedesktop work system." This
system has replaced the telephone, individual
workstations, faxes, etc. and connects employees to all internal and outside databases
and gateways.
Organization & Staffing
With only three members, Information
Sources no longer requires a Unit Coach. Instead, the team reports to the Counsellor for
Information Capability Services. The Unit is
comprised of the Information Sources Specialist and two Document Organization Technicians. Together they function as an autonomous unit, and rarely interact with the rest of
Information Capability Services.
The specialist completes research for the
marketing groups and other employees who
justify using an internal intermediary for their
requests. Their justification is that their research demands a multimedia mix of information sources and an interpretation of these
sources and data. Most other employees rely
on the EIS, feeling that what they obtain there
is probably sufficient and that, with the intuitive front-end interface of the EIS, neither the
sources nor data warrant interpretation. For
intensive intelligence gathering or "knowledge compilation and editing," some employees contract with an independent information
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economist and advisor. They are unaware that
Information Sources could also do this work.
The specialist graduated with a MLIS in
1989, honing research and electronic searching and delivery skills. The Information Capability Services team recently agreed with the
specialist's proposal that she be involved in
training employees to access and interpret the
myriad of electronic sources both on and beyond the EIS. Had her role not been expanded
in this way, she would be increasingly concerned about her job security.
The Document Organization Specialists
share similar concerns. One holds an MLIS
and, until 1994,supervised indexing and cataloguing. The other has a Technician's Diploma with strong records management skills.
They are jointly responsible for coordinating
the physical products conversion project and
for managing the EIS thesaurus and its application. Theconversionprojectcompletiondate,
however, is within sight. And the thesaurus

management and application is so automatic
now that it can be incorporated into the
workload of the Information Capability Services team. The Document Organization Specialists recognize that they have the skills
required for many functions performed by
Information Capability Services,but that core
team is at full membership and acquires its
additional help from just-in-time agencies.
Two former Information Sources staff did
move into the Information Capability Services
team a few years ago. Today, that team manages
all knowledge-based services, including customized electronic scanning of all internal and
external informationand the management cycle
of all corporate knowledge in full m d a .
It was the Information Capability Services
team Counselor who recognized the importance
information andknowledgemanagement would
have within the corporation several years ago
and has successfully pursued a strategy for
attaining and retaining this critical position.
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What Will They Call Us in the Future?
by Marydee Oiala

I

n the future when you hand, e-mail, or
telepathically transmit your business card
to someone, what will it say? Obviously it
will have your name. It will have an address of
some sort, probably both physical and electronic. There will be the need for only one
electronic address on the card since in the
future all e-mail systems will be compatible.
Perhaps business cards won't be called "cards"
at all.
But what will your title be? Will it still say
"librarian"? What about "information professional"? If libraries and information centers
become virtual and we are floating in
cyberspace to manage them, what will our
titles be? Will webe virtual librarians? Or will
the term librarian, with its book collection
connotations,disappear as ajob title? Will our
function be more toward navigation and less
the bibliofile?

Cybrarians
Michel Bauwens, who presently bears the
title Information Officer at BP Nutrition in
Antwerp, Belgium, is justifiably proud of the
virtual library he has created there. He recently
won the BP Star Prize for innovative applications in information technology.' By doing
everything on his personal computer, including searching, sending faxes, downloading
information and re-transmitting to BP employees, creating informational newsletters,
and conferencing, Bauwens replaced the paper-based library BP had and eliminated library employees. Bauwens' preferred title:
Cybrarian. He published his Cybrarian Manifesto on the listserv PACS-L. It's an ambitious
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vision of the future. Yet, in many ways, it is an
electronic extension of the cooperation that
has been the experienceof the special libraries
community for decades.
Management guru Tom Peters, author of
such business best sellers as In Search for
Excellence, Thriving on Chaos, and Liberation Management, agrees with Bauwens. In a
recent syndicatedcolurnn,he praised Bauwens
for inventing the term "cybrarian" and for
making information widely availablethroughout BP.
Peters is a strong advocate of the empowering capabilities of information. He talks of
enterprisesinstead of companies,network collaboration instead of pyramid organizations,
and electronic highway systems as a mechanism for creating a sharing business environment. Since global coordination adds value to
a business, Peters suggests titles such as "Director of Conversations" or "Internal Talk
Show Host" and mentions one title already in
existence at McKinsey and Company-"Director of Knowledge Management." He goes
on to suggest that librarians, or more specifically, cybrarians, are the perfect people to fill
these roles.
In a Library Management Division Poster
Session held June 8, 1993, at the 1993 SLA
Annual Conference in Cincinnati, OH,
SEMATECH librarians Barbara Denton and
Marilyn Redmond explained the "reinvention"
of the way their company obtains and uses
information. They titled their session "Librarian tocybrarian: Reinventing our Profession."
Crucial to the title of Cybrarian is the notion
that there are other cybrarians existing in a
network. "The role of the corporate librarian is
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evolving from information intermediary to
facilitator of anetworkof 'cybrarians' throughout the organization," they said. "This transformation is possible because of a variety of
emerging information technologies, and is essential because effective remeval, use, and
management of information can spell success
or failure for a company."

Titles We've Liked in the Past
Ten years ago Betty Eddison uncovered
position titles that might still have validity in
the future. "Information czar, corporate information manager, information resource manager, information architect, information control officer-these are titles some people have
who lead integrated information management
systems in business organization," she said.
Harvard University Graduate School of
Business Assistant Professor Jane Linder suggests that we have moved from the Collection
Era to the Era of Access and are entering the
Era of Intelligence. Her preferred title for the
librarian of the future: Corporate Intelligence
Professional. However, this may have applicability only in the world of business. It's hard
to see how librarians in today's technical and
scientific libraries could become Corporate
Intelligence Professionals, even if their science libraries became totally virtual.
Moving to a much broader view, the title for
the librarian of 2OO6 as promulgated by Frank
Spaulding, a former president of SLA, is
Knowledge ~ o u n s e l o r The
. ~ work of the
Knowledge Counselor "will be much more
intellectual, requiring much more skill at selecting, analyzing, and synthesizing information. It will be broader, and it will be more
rewarding to society," he said. Spaulding sees
the role of the Knowledge Counselor as an
empowerer of people who need and use information. Partnerships with users, awareness of
technology, vision regarding information synthesis, and insight into user needs define the
Knowledge Counselor.
This is pretty heady. Perhaps more down to
earth is Barbara Quint's view of the future
corporate library. Her protagonist's title is
Chief Information Officer. Technical Research

'
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and Market Research both report to the CIO.
"The 'traditional view' of a librarian as 'custodian of a collection of books' has begun to
vanish. Libraries have become whatever librarians do, wherever they do it," she said?
Quint also mentions the title Cybrarian but
suggests InfoPro might do as well. She further
suggests that library schools will be re-named
Information Professional Institutes and Online Users Groups will become Knowbod
Searchers International. The Chief Information Officer Society will join SLA as a Division in 2003, according to Quint's crystal ball.

Futurists View Librarians' Titles
Roger Selbert,the Santa Monica, CA-based
editor of Future Scan and a former corporate
futurist for Security Pacific National Bank, is
not so sure we should give up the title "librarian."' He believes that librarians have the
skill, ability, and technical know-how to access the wide range of available information,
cullingout that which is good, useful, and right
for clients. "It's a 500 channel world. Even the
uninformed know too much." Selbert sees
librarians as being aware of the differing ways
in which information is presented and knowing how to acquire it for clients. "The responsibilities are expanding, as is the need for
speed. If it's findable, librarians will find it,"
he said. "The term 'librarian' will imply someone with their finger on where and what information is available. It will not necessarily
imply books."
At the Institutefor theFuture in Menlo Park,
CA, Paul Saffo sees a world of information
overload that threatens to sink us. "If information is a wave about to engulf us, the solution
is to surf. It's no good trying to manage 21stcentury information overload with 19th century intellectual skill^."^ Switchingmetaphors
wildly, Saffo, in his presentation at the American Library Association's mid-Winter conference in Denver, CO in January 1993, described librarians as being in the eye of the
information hurricane, personal computers as
horseless carriages, and electronic information as being inside the thin crust of paper. He
did not suggest a new title for librarians. And,

as ajob title, Information Surferdoesn't sound
too professional.
Interestingly, Raymond Kurzweil, who
writes extensively about the Virtual Library
and the Virtual Book and was a keynote speaker
for SLA's 1993 Conference, always uses the
term librarian to describe the people managing
cyberspacial information. He can envision a
totally electronic information center, but he
can't get beyond the title "librarian." Maybe
he's got a point.

The View From the Virtual Stacks
What do practicing special librarians think?
I asked a few SLA members. Replied Liz
Bibby, Head Librarian/Coordinator for Labat
Anderson, who is presently managing the Region 4 EPA library in Atlanta, GA, "Traffic
Director?" Think of the huge computer grids
that control a nation's truck or train traffic,and
you begin to see where Bibby is going. She
also stresses that librarians will manage more
diverse groups, people not only with library
backgrounds, but also technical and business
professionals. Guiding people to information
sources and to people with expertise in the
subject will be a crucial skill. It seems to me,
however, that theCoordinatorportionofBibby's
own title is appropriate. Information Coordinator might be a valid future title.
LinneaChristianiof InformationAccess Company in Foster City, CA, thinks along similar
lines. "We have to navigate the information
highways. We're the drivers. Well, Driver isn't
a very spiffy title. Maybe it should be Information Engineer. Or Information Navigator. We
have to be skillful at managing the information
highways and avoiding detours." Christiani envisions the future manager as one who builds
and maintains access to internal and external
information. She sees this as a map making and
design function. With this in mind, her other
suggested titles include Information Designer
and Information Architect.
Atone time, Apple Computer, Inc. employed
"Library Evangelists." Now, however, they use
the moremundanetitle"1nfonnation Scientist."
MonicaErtel,Manager of the AppleLibrary and
Information Center in Cupertino, CA, believes

the role of the staff will change from providing
information to managing information. "We will
act more like information consultants in the
future,helping people to get their own information rather than doing everything for them," she
said. Although Ertel's title is hardly futuristic,
she also possesses an unofficial title which is
displayed on a banner in her office: Our Lady of
Perpetual Information.
A few other suggestions for a title to put on
that future business card: Information Wizard,
Library Goddess, Information Oracle. Come to
think of it, maybe the original Delphic Oracle
simply had a good research library and consummate informationcenter backing her up. I found
an article entitled "Robo-Librarian" but it described IBM's new tape library dataserver. A
bright yellow industrial robot retrieves tape cartridges and mounts them in readers. I don't think
this is the image we seek, as it is basically a
mindless procedure.

Yesterday and Today
My very first library job title was "page." I
was a teenager working at my local public
library. My job duties were to shelve books
and stamp date due cards at the circulation
desk, and my father wanted to know when I
would be promoted to "chapter." The notion of
the virtual library was simply not present.
Even the concept of electronically available
information was way ahead of us. Job titles
I've had since then includedLibrary Assistant,
Catalog Librarian, Manager of Library Services, and Assistant Vice President. Yet regardless of the job title, I always considered
myself a librarian. Job titles may or may not
reflect the actual work people do. That's true
today and will probably remain true in the
future.
It strikes me that generic job titles such as
Vice President, Officer, and Manager will
probably not disappear, not even from virtual
libraries. Information managers, information
specialists,and information officers will doubtless remain in the lexicon. As long as we
recognize the importance of information, both
internal and external, and stress the
interconnectedness of both people and infor-
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mation, the title may not be so important. The
function,however,will become more and more
critical to corporate success.
So what will we put on the business card we
send through cyberspace,announcing our connection with the virtual library? It needs to
convey the fact that we manage information,
identify relevant sources, analyze data, network among experts,have technical expertise,
understand informationhighways,and are comfortable in cyberspace. I doubt that one title
can be found to satisfy everyone. Titles will
change and evolve, but settling on one ultimateand ideal title will not happen. Cybrarian

has a real ring to it, but not everyone will
accept it.
One parting shot: After we've concluded the
encounters that began with the business card
exchange, will we say, "See you later, InfoNavigator?" Or, will it be, "After a while,
Bibliofile?"
[Author's note: A version of this article will
be published by DIALOG Information Services in a forthcoming issue of Open Dialog.
The author appreciates DIALOG'S willingness to allow Special Libraries to publish this
version.]
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Core Competencies for Special Library
Managers of the Future
by Marydee Oiah

A

s special libraries change to meet the
challenges of the future, so must those
of us who manage them. This is hardly
a new or strikingobservation. Successful managers, whether they manage libraries or other
functions, tend to be flexible and willing to
change. They recognize that fundamental upheavals require radical changes, and these are
times of fundamental upheavals in both the
business and the library worlds.
When I attended the University of
Pittsburgh's Graduate School of Library Science, the core courses included management,
reference, cataloging, automation, and communication. You had to take those courses
(and pass them) to receive your MLS. When
we graduated, my class expected to work in a
physical environment called a library. Those
of us who planned to work in the corporate
world knew that our physical environment
might not look like a traditional library. It
might be a series of cubicles, or it might be
collectionshoused in various places within the
company. But weexpectedsomething wecould
see and touch. Back then a company was welldefined, and we knew the corporate library
was there to provide information to support the
company's overall goals and objectives.
Then came the revolution. The information
revolution, that is. Or more specifically, the
electronic information revolution. The funny
thing about this revolution is that everybody
seems to have embraced it. When Business
Week (February 8, 1993) can speculate about
the virtual corporation in a cover story, when
Time magazine can create consumer CDROMs, when Fortune (May 17, 1993) can
look at work in the Year 2000 and spotlight a

major money manager living and working in
Boseman, MT, then the notion of the virtual
library serving the virtual corporation doesn't
seem quite so far-fetched. All around us, corporations are being rightsized, downsized,reengineered, and reinvented. Special libraries
are evolving to meet the needs of these dramatically new entities.

Hiring for the Virtual Library
If you are hiring a librarian today, what do
you look for? Is it DIALOG search training,
knowledgeof MARC forcataloging, or understanding of the subject field? Will the core
competencies for the professional staff of
tomorrow's special libraries be different from
those of today? Just what are the requirements
for managing the library of the future? If the
library of the future will be virtual-without
walls-and if library patrons (or information
services clientele,if you prefer) will expect the
library to come to them rather than them going
to a physical place, clearly the core competencies for library/information services staff will
change significantly and abruptly.
Try this scenario on for size: It's 2005, the
21st century. You've taken the post of
Cybrarian for Virtual Company Inc. (VCI). If
you're not absolutely sure about the definition
of Cybrarian, check the accompanying article
in this issue of Special Libraries titled "What
Will They Call Us in the Future?" on pages
226-229. You are the information focal point
for VCI. Your first questions revolve around
what VCI does, and how it isorganized, which
you post on an e-mail network-the preferred
communication channel at VCI. Since your
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Indicate Your Selections of
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Free Sample Copies of New Or Important Journals
From The Haworth Press, Inc.
1

JOURNAL OF TREE
FRUIT PRODUCTION
JOURNAL OF
ADDICTIVE DISEASES
the official journal of the American
Medicine
Society of Addictio~~
Editor: Barry Stimmel, MD
Will help you stay on top of the sctentific
issues and the clinical skills necessary for
effective practice.
Institutions: $1901Libranes: $240. Quanerly.

JOURNAL OF CHILD
& ADOLESCENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE

@

Co-Editors: Frank De Piano, PhD, and
Vincent B. Van Hasselt, PhD
Entphasizes the practice and treatment
orientat~onof child and ado11:scent
ubstance abuse.
Instituttons: $W Libranes: $65. Quarterly.

JOURNALOF
CITRICULTURE
Editor: Robert J. McNeil
Oriented toward satisfying the worldwide
applied research needs of the citrus grower
the citrus extension worker, the applied
cttrus researcher, and all others.
Volume 1, No. I-Fall 1993
Institutions: $361 Libraries: $48. Quarterly.

JOURNAL OF HERBS,
SPICES, & MEDICINAL
PLANTS
Editor: Lyle E. Craker, PhD
Filled with recent research and other
information associated with herbs, spices.
and medicinal plants.
Institutions: $321Libraries: $42. Quarterly.

JOURNAL OF HOME
& CONSUMER
HORTICULTURE
Editor: Raymond P. Poincelot, PhD
Designed for both academtcs and business
professionals concerned with home and
consumer horticulture.
Vol. 1, No I-Spring 1994.
Instttutions: $361 Libraries: $48. Quanerly.

Z JOURNAL OF POTATO
PRODUCTION &
POSTHARVEST
HANDLING

1

@

Editor: R. Gary Beaver, PhD
Will reach the agriculture consumerfieldmen and grnwen-with current
scientific information on potatoes in a
readable format.
Volume 1. No. I-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $32/ Libraries: $48. Quanerly.

Editor: Wesley R. Autio, PhD
Will make available the result5 of practical
research on growing trsee fruit.
Volume I, No. ]-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $361 Libranes: $36. Quarterly.

1

JOURNAL OF TURFGRAS?
MANAGEMENT

@

Developments in buric und applied
tttrfgrass research
Editor: William A. Torello, PhD
Will be the first refereed publication to
report on all facets of turfgrass research and
management under one cover.
Volume I. No. I-Fall 1994.
Institutions: $361 Lihraries: $48. Quanerly.

JOURNAL OF ASIAPACIFIC BUSINESS
Editor: Zahir A. Quraeshi, PhD
Will provide a high quality outlet for
managerially oriented as well as academtc
articles centered on the regton.
Volume I. No. 1--Spr~np 1993.
Institutions: $601 1,ibraries: $75. Quarterly.

Z

JOURNAL OF
INTERLIBRARY LOAN,
DOCUMENT DELIVERY
& INFORMATION
SUPPLY

Editor: Leslie R. Morris, MLS
kvoted to interlibrary loan problems and
he basic expanding roles of interlibrary
loan librarians.
Institutions: $241 Libraries: $24. Quanerly.

JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS
& THEOLOGICAL
INFORMATION

@

Editor: William C. Miller, PhD, MLS
Will be a vehicle for articles pertaining to
the production, dissemination, preservation, and bibliography of religious and
theological information.
Volume I. No. I-Fall 1993.
Institutions: $481 Libraries: $48. Biannual.

MUSIC REFERENCE
Editor: William Studwell, MA, MSLS
A broad spectrum journal \erving the
entire range of interests of music librarians
lnstttutions: $241 Libraries: $24. Quarterly.

1 POPULAR CULTURE IN-

JOURNAL OF EASTWEST BUSINESS

LIBRARIES

Editor: Stanley Paliwoda, PhD
Will deal with topics of business studies,
strategies, development, and practice as they
relate to the Russian Republic, the new Asian
republics, the Eastern European republics.
and the Baltic republ~cs.
Volume I, No. I--Spring 1993.
Institutions: $281 Ltbmriw $32. Quanerly.

Editor: Edward H. Teague, MLS
A lively forun~for those who provide
architectural and vi\oal an\ reference and
information ,er\ice\ ir, :ic;idemic, museum,
and publ~clibritq scttii:\
Volume I, No. I --Spnrl:! 1'293
Inst~tutlons:$361 Llbrmc\. $36 Quarterly.

bP

Editor: Frank Hoffmann, PhD
Provides information on the evaluation,
acquisition, organization, preservation, and
utilization of popular culture concepts and
materials.
Volume I. No. 1-Spring 1 9 3 .
Institutions: $241 Libraries: $24. Quarterly

@

PUBLIC & ACCESS
SERVICES QUARTERLY

Editor: Virgil Blake, PhD
Will focus on the activities and operations
of librarylinfonnation centers that involve
direct interaction with the library's public.
Volume I . No. I-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $241 Libraries $24. Quarterly.

--

1.

COLLEGE &
UNDERGRADUATE
LIBRARIES

Editor: Alice Harrison Bahr, PhD
Librarians at small academic libraries finally
have their own journal to help them achieve
excellence in all areas of operation.
Volume I. No. I--Spring 1994.
Institutions: $381 Libraries: $38. Quarterly.

The Haworth Press, Inc.
10 Alice Street
Binahamton, NY 13904-1 580

& MANAGEMENT
innovutions in practice, theory &
research
Co-Editors: Robert E. Stevens, PhD,
and David Loudon, PhD
Devoted to providing tinlely and practical
information on marketing and managemen
issues in all types of church and ministry
settings.
Volume I . No. I-Fall 1993.
Institutions: $251 Libraries. $32. Quarterly.

_:

JOURNAL OF
RESTAURANT &
FOODSERVICE
MARKETING

1

& research
Editor: Nancy Klimas, MD
Will bring together the latest cutting-edge
research, debate, discussion, and clinical data
relating to what are now considered to be
related immune deficiency disorders
(CFIDS).
Volume I, No. I-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $361 Libraries: $60. Quarterly.

JOURNAL OF TRAVEL &
TOURISM MARKETING

Editor: K. S. (Kaye) Chon, PhD
Serves as a medium through which
researchers and managers in the field can
exchange ideas and keep abreast with the
latest developments in the field.
Institutions: $281 Libraries: $32. Ouanerlv.

.-

NAME

clinical practice
Editor: I. Jon Russell, MD, PhD
Serves as a central resource for the
dissemination of information about
musculoskeletal pain.
Institutions: $321 Libraries: $48. Qua~terly.

JOURNALOF
AGROMEDICINE

!I JOURNAL OF
NUTRITIONAL
IMMUNOLOGY

@

Editor: Julian E. Spallholz, PhD
Spans the growing body of knowledge of
nutrition and the role of individual nutrients
on the immune system.
Institutions: $601 Libraries: $75. Quanerly.

RETURN ENTIRE PAGE

1-

JOURNAL OF RELIGION
IN DISABILITY &
REHABILITATION

innovations in ministry for
independent living
Co-Editors: William A. Blair, DMin and
Dana Y. Davidson, RN,MA
Aims to inform about developments in the
field of disability and rehabilitation.
Volume 1. No. I-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $381 Libraries: $48. Quarterly.

in the following ereas:
AgriculturelHorthulture

-

ADDRESS _

COUNTRY-___--

Editor: John Bosso, PharmD
Will provide information for pharmacists
on the most recent advances in the
management of infectious diseases.
Volume 1. No. I-Spring 1994.

,
Addiction Treatment

LIBRARY

CITY

JOURNAL OF
INFECTIOUS
DISEASE
PHARMACOTHERAPY

I; Please send new book announcements

-___-.---

INSTITUTION

L

MUSCULOSKELETAL
PAIN

. . . innovations in research, theoy &

JOURNAL OF
PHARMACEUTICAL
CARE IN HIVIAIDS
TREATMENT

Editor: Roberta J. Wong, PharmD
Will repon the advances in AIDS research
and review the pharmacologic management of HIV infection.
Volume I, No. I-Fall 1993.
Institutions: $361 Libraries: $48. Quanerly.

1 JOURNAL OF

integace of human health and
agriculture
Editor: Stanley H. Schuman, MD, DrPH
Will forus on the health effects of
agricultural operations on workers,
consumers, and the environment.
Volume I. No. I-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $321 Libraries: $36. Quarterly.

I

7

. . . innovations in clinical theory, practice

Editor: Simon Crawford-Welch, PhD
Devoted specifically to the applications of
marketing principles to the restaurant and
foodsewice field.
Volume I. No. I-Spring 1994.
Institutions: $361 Libraries: $48. Quarterly.

L

JOURNAL OF THE
CHRONIC FATIGUE
SYNDROME
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Z

I
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Z International
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L Library Science
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entire joh interview process was done electronically, you have never had a face-to-face
meeting with any VCI employee.
VCI creates products based on customer
demand. They find out what customers want,
and then create it. They concentrate on shortening cycle times so that customers get what
they want faster. The organization chart looks
like a spider web, and it's always in flux
becausethecompany operatesthrough aneverchanging series of work groups.
The work groups address specific problems,
such as new product development in a specific
area, upgrading a product already in existence,
or meeting new quality standards. Upon task
completion, the work group dissolves and new
teams are created with new team leaders. The
group members are chosen based on their individual abilitiesin relation to the problems.Thus,
people are flexible and are used to working with
others.
In addition, these temporary networks often
operate as partnerships with consultants and
outside f m s , including the suppliers to VCI.
These alliances and joint ventures exist for the
life of a project and, like the internal work
groups, are then disbanded. VCI thus lowers its
costs, since they are shared; shortens development time, and effectively uses the skills of
those both inside and outside VCI.
In fact, the work environment at VCI proves
that the six trends Fortune's Keichel saw as
reshaping the workplace have come true. They
are:
- Companiesbecoming smaller,employing fewer people;
Hierarchical organization charts giving
way to networks of specialists;
Technicians replacing manufacturing
operatives;
Horizontal division of labor replacing
vertical;
- Paradigm of business shifts from making product to providing service; and
Redefinition of work to include constant learning,high-order thinking, and
less nine-to-five work.
VCI succeeds because it is an agile company
and because it maximizes its use of computer
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technology. The Cybrarian must be equally
agile and adept at information acquisition and
networking.Luckily,post-graduate training in
information management and organizational
administrationhasprepared the VCI Cybrarian
for this challenging position.

Information Management Competencies
Core competency $1: Cybrarians possess a
solid understanding of information sources and
the ability to access them. Fundamentalto information management competency is the ability
to acquire information on an as-requiredbasis.
This information may be external or internal to
the company, and will probably not be physically housed within the company. Instead, the
Cybrarian must access electronic and print
sources,know navigation skillsfor all networks,
facilitateexchangeswith othercybrarians,identify outside experts, and recognize pockets of
undiscovered data.
Core competency #2: Cybrarians deliver
information in any form desired by the customer. Clients may want information structured
in a particular way, to fit a pamcular project's
requirements. They may want to have it on their
home computeras well as their office computer,
or they may want it dumped into an infobase or
a remote printer. Cybrarians know the intricacies of these technologies so they can meet their
customers' requirements. They assess technology for information delivery.
Core competency #3: Cybrarians evaluate
the quality of the information sources. Quality
can be intrinsic to the source. It should be
accurate, timely, and complete when the
Cybrarian acquires it. Quality also shows in the
format, which must be matched with the
customer's need. Qualitycan alsobeextrinsic to
the source. Even though it is accurate, timely,
and complete, it may not be relevant to the
information needs of the client. The evaluation
of quality is a primary example of how the
Cybrarian adds value to the information gathering process
Core competency #4: Cybrarians organize
informationso that it is usable. This may include
traditional indexing and abstracting, but it can
also mean adding data to a corporate bulletin

board or an enterprise-wide information database. It can mean creating the knowledge base
for the networked company, or it can mean
interpreting the meaning of the information
within the context of corporate mission and
customer desires. Organizing information does
not equate to catalogingand shelving. Rather, it
systematizes information to construct customized knowledge.
Core competency #5: Cybrarians anticipate
the information needs of the customer. This
entails an intimate knowledge of the goals and
objectives of the company and its suppliers,
partners, customers, and distributors. This requiresconstantmonitoringof events at all levels
of the company. Since Cybrarians are valued
members of high-level corporate teams,gaining
access is merely a matter of listening to conversations. Virtual corporations do much of their
normal business electronically, simplifying the
task of information anticipation. Still, it is necessary for the Cybrarian to spend the time to
electronically "manage by walking around."
Core competency #6: Cybrarians connect
disparate pieces of information to originate new
information. Thenotionof informationintermediary takes on new importance in the virtual
corporation.They arecreators,notsimplypeople
who sit between end users and machines. They
use technology vectors to connect.
~orecomp&enc~fl.
Cybrariansknow when,
how-and whether-to store information. Basic to these decisions is a just-in-time approach
to information rather than a just-in-case approach. The objective is not to build the best
collection but to provide linkages to the best
sources of information. In the majority of instances, information will not be stored. Instead,
the routes to the information will be recorded so
that the path can be traced again.

Organization Administration
Core competency#I: Cybrariansthoroughly
understand theenvironmentin which they work,
including the changes it undergoes on a regular
basis. The environmentin which avirtualcorporation operates is not restricted to the company
itself. Cybrarians also understand the environment of thecompany's alliancepartners, includ-

ing suppliers,customers, and distributors. They
are technically proficient but not so specialized
that they miss the big picture.
Corecompetency#2: Cybrariansareexperts
in the dynamics of team management and human dynamics in an online environment. They
establish trust and accountability, inspiring all
members of the team to accomplish their assigned tasks. They coordinate activities within
the team, ensure harmony among other teams,
subcontract whenrequired, motivateteam players, c o n f i i the usefulness of the work being
done, and make the work meaningful.
Core competency#3: Cybrarians communicate effectively in a variety of media throughout
the network organization. Some communication will be electronic, but meetings and casual
encounters still occur without the benefit of
computers.Communicationwithout face-to-face
contact is quite different than personal communication. Misunderstandings occur more frequently and must be carefully guarded against.
Plus, team management means that the person
who is in charge today my not be in charge
tomorrow. Tact, consideration for others, and
general civility are in demand. Sharinginformation widely,even informationconsidered somewhat confidential, facilitates the communication process.
Core competency #4: Cybrarians market
and sell informationproducts. 'Iheypromote the
benefits of information in the context of the
organization'svalues, vision, andculture. Communicating cybrarians' capabilities via online
newsletters, real-time conferences, and comments on bulletin boards is quite effective. Negotiating with outside vendors and accepting
them as partners in the marketingprocess is also
practical.
Core competency #5: Cybrarians provide
leadership and vision. It is to the Cybrarian
that the virtual company turns for advice,
guidance, and counsel on matters pertaining to
information. In theseevolvedcompanies,most
functions and products pivot around information. The Cybrarians are are plugged in to the
accumulatedknowledge of the organization as
well as external sources of information;therefore, they play a highly visible and widely
respected role.
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Core competency #6: Cybrarians are clientcentered and customer-driven. They empower
their customers rather than acting as inforrnation gatekeepers. They routinely check to see
that their customers are satisfied,and they constantly assess their needs, asking them what
informationthey don't have and how they would
use it if they had it. Cybrariansplay consultalive
roles, suggesting information sources and taking the initiative to guide customers to alternative information items they didn't even know
they needed.
Core competency #7: Cybrarians recognize
that providing access to information is not
enough. Forcing information to permeate the
organization, creating infobots that find people
who need information, facilitating implementation of knowbots to empower individualsto find
their own information, and highly valuing the
information function exemplify excellence in
virtual libraries.

Go Boldly Into the 21st Century
The Cybrarian at VCI is going boldly, competently, and confidently where no one has
gone before. So, of course, is VCI. This is a
company in which you do not climb the ladder
of success, but navigate the spider webs of
information, constantly learning as you go. In
an information-intensive future, the role of
Cybrarian is critical. Not only can this person
identify, provide, analyze, organize, categorize, and disseminate information, this person
can create information and make success happen for VCI. Remember, the job description is
to be the focal point for information. That is
both diffuse and specific. Moving adroitly
among technologies and integrated into the
fabric of the company, the VCI Cybrarian
exemplifies the very best of what used to be
known, in the 20th century,as a special library
manager.
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Relationships of the Future:
Vendors and Partners
by Stephen Arnold

A

t the National Association of Broadcasters meeting in 1993, the hot concept was convergence. The technologies of broadcasting, telecommunications,and
computers appear to be moving toward one
another at a rapid pace. Visualize three particles rushing toward one point in space and
time. What will result? Only by observation
will we be able to tell, and even then the effects
of the impact may be almost impossible to
disentangle.The shock will ripple through the
environment with results that are difficult to
predict.
In response to the fusion of three different
types of informationbusinesses, strategicpartnerships have proliferated with a rapidity that
is difficult to follow. Regional Bell Operating
Companies (RBOCs), hardware manufacturers like IBM and Apple computer, and cable
giants like TCI in Denver, CO, have linked
with publishers, motion picture production
companies, and sprawling media giants like
Time-Warner. No one, it seems, can go it
alone.
In the somewhat less rarefied atmosphere of
library information services, similar movements are underway as well. University Microfilms International has struck a relationship with NOTIS, a unit of Ameritech (let it be
noted that Ameritech is one of the RBOCs). R.
R. Bowker has extended its relationships with
publishers so that information may flow electronically from publishers to the various versions of Books in Print to the benefit of all
libraries, bookstores, and readers. KnightRidder, the parent of Dialog, has encouraged
the San Jose Mercury-News to initiate its own
online service, offered via America Online.

Small publishers are rushing to make deals
with Apple Computer with the notion that
Apple somehow has the right stuff to survive
its collapsing margins and the Windows juggernaut.
In the midst of this highly visible and somewhat frenetic partnering, it may be time to step
away from the individual deals and consider
the issues of partnering from a different, more
objective vantage point.

Convergence is Not a Surprise
-

The blumng of lines between information
technologiesis afundamentalatvibuteofcomputerization. The application of digital technology to any business makes certain types of
activities difficult to categorize.
Consider motion picture production companies. These organizations consist of a loose
federation of people with highly specialized
skills. Over the years, the computer has become a more welcome visitor to the hallowed
halls of wheeling and dealing. The computer
could keep the books and manage some of the
less artistic aspects of the business.
But within the last five years, the computer
has gained in speed and graphics capability.
Slowly at first and now with a locomotive's
momentum, the computer and graphic software tools can create images which put audiences in theaters. The principal "star" of J u rassic Park is not the story. The script is
secondary to the digital dinosaurs' frolicking.
The key point is not that the computer is a
slick new technology. The dnving idea is that
the computer enables the motion picture business to get the result it wants faster and with

considerably less cost for changes. Flipping
bits takes great skill, but it is of a different kind
than is required to sweet talk a temperamental
star into a reshoot.
In addition to the new ways of malung
images, theelectronicdevices lend themselves
to a parallel development-the audience's
hunger for the images in a wide range of
media.
It is a small leap from the power Silicon
Graphics workstations to the video game versions of the motion picture. One can almost
hear the studio executives saying, "So what's
the big deal. A computer is a computer, right?
Getmeadinosaurgamefast. What's for lunch?"
At every point in the information manufacturing process, computers and ever more capable software facilitate reprocessing and reuse of the digital information. As recently as
1980,motion pictures were made the way they
had been since the first silent films. No longer.
The world of electronic information has expanded the scope of the concept of motion
picture.
Motion picture companies have understood
cable for many years. If cable and telecommunications companies work through the technical glitches, a blockbuster like Jurassic Park
would be viewable for a premium price in
millions of homes. If the interactivity that
many technologists predict becomes a reality,
individual viewers will pay money to change
the outcome of pivotal scenes.
The motionpicturecompaniesdon't want to
be left out of this potential Mississippi River of
money. One sure way to be included is to form
partnerships.
Forget the technology. The key is disuibution channels and the ability to switch data
flows. The motion picture wizards don't know
a Silicon Graphics workstation from a Commodore 64. But they do know one thing: If they
are excluded from the distribution channel,
someone else will get more money than they
will.
To put this case in perspective, the technology convergence is an enabler. It is environmental. The real driver for partnerships, deals,
strategic relationships-or whatever one
chooses to call the linkages-is fear.

Both parties to the agreement are afraid of
something. The telecommunications companies are afraid that they will have bandwidth
and switches but no homes wired. The cable
companies have homes wired together but no
switches. And neither the telecommunications
companies, the cable companies, or the hardware manufacturers have information products.
One does not have to be a genius in finance
to figure out that without all the pieces to the
puzzle, it is hard to make money. Executivesin
a number of formerly arm's length business
sectors are cozying up to one another.
The objective of the relationship is to cover
one's bets-and reduce the uncertainty that
accompanies having only one piece of a complex puzzle.

Libraries and Information Centers
On the surface, there seems to be little relationship between an academic or public library and the motion picture industry. The
comparison, one might conclude, is absurd.
However, large academic libraries are beginning t behave in new and interesting ways.
In Canada, for example, resource sharing has
become a way of life. In a number of provinces, libraries share the cost of an important
database. Those who pay a fee can have access
to the electronic information.
In short, libraries are beginning to look like
a commercial timesharing service. The resemblance is deceiving. The libraries offering access to electronic information represent a new
type of distribution channel. The timesharing
company does not lose the library as a customer.
The library that undertakes shared access to
a commercial or for-fee database must form a
web of relationships to make the electronic
access a reality. A library has neither the
hardware, software,nor technical resources to
launch and sustain an online service alone.
The library must involve a number of constituencies. The database producer is an early
partner. This organization must have the business acumen to grasp that unless it cuts a deal
with a library, the library will look for an
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alternative database to buy. Whether the database producer likes the new arrangement is
irrelevant. Both parties must cooperate.
The library must have access to a computer
system, software,and technical expertise. Many
libraries have technologists; fewer have communications facilities, CPUs, storage, and programmers and systems managers to make the
service a reality. The library, therefore, has no
choice but to form partnerships with departments or organizations with these needed resources.
Most importantly, the library must have a
relationship with people. There are the users, of
course. Within the last three years, library users
(customers) have become increasingly vocal in
their demands for richer, more responsive electronic information services. Another constituency exists as well--other libraries.
In a resource sharing environment, a lead
library must form a web of relationships with
other libraries.Tacit approval and financial sup
port are required to move the shared access from
idea to reality.
It is evident that the library director who
wishes to do more than offer an online public
access catalog from terminals in a single facility
has to build strategic and tactical relationships.
Ten, even five years ago, such an undertaking
was rare. It is not rare today, nor will it be rare in
the future.
Relationships are the consequenceof technological convergence. Rapid developments in
hardware, software, text retrieval tools, interfaces, and machine-readable sources of information have combined to alter the library world
irrevocably.
Fear operates to an extent, as it does in the
frenzy of the motion picture high-rollers. A
more fundamental force is operating as well:
survival. Many libraries and information centers cannot survive unless they figure out ways
to stretch existing funds, increase services, and
demonstrate value to their constituencies.
Technology, as in the motion picture example,drops into the background. It is simplyan
environmental factor, an enabler. The real action is in the application of human ingenuity to
the threat of continued funding cuts and, in
some cases, extinction.
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The Principal Changes
--

In academic,law, medical, public, research,
and special libraries, different factors and organizational pressures operate. Each of these
libraries share some core characteristics:
Customer responsiveness. The literature
bursts with articles, studies, and exhortations
for information professionals to become more
attuned to the needs of theirpatrons, clients, or
customers. Effective responsiveness demands
working in a cooperative, constructive way
with these constituencies and individuals. In
order to provide what the customer wants,
libraries must listen and build positive relationships with their markets. Effective customer responsiveness is a strategic partnership.
New services and new products. Libraries
cannot become publishers, timesharing companies, or multimedia production companies.
They can, however, work closely with particular organizations with the information, expertise, or products and services the patrons, clients, and customers demand. Because information technology brings considerable fluidity to data, libraries must work closely with
certain organizations to obtain the products or
services patrons, clients, and customers demand. Some suppliers will be downright suspicious or fearful of some library proposals.
The only way to allay these fears is to form
win-win relationships with these organizations. Without a partnership, the library will
not have what its customers demand.
Peer relationships. One of the most unusual attributes of electronic information is its
scalability. In this context, "scalability" refers
to ease with which electronic information services can be offered to patrons, clients, and
customers in a large, geographically-distributed service area. An individual library rarely
has the funds necessary to finance, support,
and publicize electronic information services.
It may be trivial to add a single CD-ROM to a
public library reference room. It is far from
insignificantto provide remote access to ABII
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Likely Library Partnerships in the Future
Partner

Purpose

Upside

Downside

Database Publisher

License to load one or
more machine-readable
databases on a network
Provide access to
local/regional
information in electronic
form
Distribute information
produced or compiled by
the entitv
Obtain access to
databases available via
the OPAC's network
Reduce costs for certain
databases; expand access
to seldom-used databases

Gain access to desirable
databases

Can be locked into one
vendor after data are
loaded
Costs for preparing and
maintain& data may be
difficult to control

Local Publisher

Government Entity

Online Public Access
Catalog Vendor
Timesharing Company

Local I Regional Rulletin
Board (BBS)

CD-ROM Reseller

Software Company

Hardware Company

Television / Motion
Picture Company

~ e x t b o o kPublisher

Vocational Education
Organization
Information Broker /
Consulting Firm

Other Libraries

Provide greater
information access to
those in the BBS's
service area
Obtain technology and
license necessary to
provide network access
to information on CD ROMs distributed by the
reseller
Gain access to the
functions offered by a
specific package or group
of packages
Reduce costs for hardware
and maintenance
Obtain access to
educational or customer requested information
~roducedbv the c o m ~ a n v
Provide electronic
versions of adopted texts
Offer at-home or
alternative learning
outions to customers
Create a revenue stream
for the library

Gain access to funds,
licensed information, or
collections suitable for
document delivery

Increase information
available on system

Provide access to a wide
range of information
Leverage the
relationships the OPAC
vendor h&
Have access to important
online services

Facilitates access to
grassroots and
community information
Facilitate network access
to certain CD-ROMs

Allows customized
interfaces

Reduces some capital
costs
Makes the library part of
the video-enabled
distribution chain
Opens opportunities for
on-demand publishing of
study aids
Expands the library into
a skills training niche
Allows the library a way
to obtain revenue from
for-fee services staff
cannot directly support
Allows pooling of
collections, particularly
some databases, serials,
and certain books

Storage costs may grow
more rapidly than system
ca~acitv
Lose freedom to choose

One person on the staff
musibe expert in the
system which requires
special training
Creates a potential for
liability with regards to
pirated software, viruses,
etc.
Creates a capital intensive hardware
environment that cannot
be easily upgraded or
modified
May require the library to
develop certain technical
skills at the expense of
other needed skill sets
Can lock the library into
hardware which may
become obsolete
Places additional stress
on task of deciding what
materials to provide to
customers
Adds a new, complex
information environment
to the library
Adds a new, complex
information environment
to the librarv
Requires an account
management system to
handle commissions
from referrals
Places a premium on
relationship and
financial management
skills
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INFORM over a multi-site academic library or
a five-city networkofpublic libraries. Without
the involvement of one or more peer libraries,
the expanded servicesare not likely to become
a reality.
We can see that libraries have little choice
but to form closer relationships-partnerships,
if you will-with customers, product and service providers, and other libraries.

End of the Rainbow
We all know that the pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow is falsehood. Many information
professionalsbelieve that everyonewith whom
they deal or wish to work with will share their
vision of the benefits of partnerships.
I assure you that in each constituency there
will be far more doubters than believers. Customers will not believe that libraries will provide
them with what they want and need. More and
more libraries are launching for-fee services or
instituting special charges to help offset the
costsof somenewinformation technology.Wellknown vendors of CD-ROMs offer for-fee
mechanisms so libraries can charge for print
outs or full-text documents printed from the
storage device.
A more serious factor, however, is the challenge of meeting diverse information needs.
Many libraries cannot provide the information
their patrons, clients, and customers want. If a
consortium of cable television operators and
databases provide lowcost onlineaccessvia the
television, libraries may have to struggle to
remain at their present level of funding.
Somelibraries havegreatdifficulty providing
print source materials in the principal language
of the users. Electronic information services are
simply not feasible in the present budget and
management climate.
The new services and products present challenges as well. Many of the information providers have sold to libraries because that's where
thecustomers were. Withnew distributionchannels opening up, the library may no longer be a
desirable partner. The information company
may want tocover itsbetsby competingwith the
library for customers. It seems unthinkable that
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libraries would not be able to buy the information its customers need. Some information vendors have all but withdrawn from the library
market. Investext is one example.
Other libraries may prove reluctant brides. A
peer may be jockeying for a grant or to grow at
the expenseofa smaller,less well-funded or less
innovative library. In New York, a number of
law firms have investigatedpoolingtheir library
budgets in order to provide a well-funded, centrally-locatedlegalinfm~onresource. Smaller
or less well-regarded firms are not invited to
participate in such a consortium.
In short,creating partnerships requires a business plan, excellent implementation skills, and
salesmanship. Without any one of these key
ingredients, the library's goals are likely to be
difficult, if not impossible, to reach.

Relationships of the Future
If we look into the future, libraries will continue to exist. They are important containers of
knowledge, culture, and learning.
However, it is not at all clear that the library
will be defined as a place in which information
in the form of books, magazines,journals, photographs, and other physical materials reside.
The hot concept is to provide access to information, not a collection of artifacts. The table on
page 238 presents a range of likely services and
partnerships that seem feasiblein thenext five or
10 years.
Some of these future relationships are inevitable. Libraries, regardless of type, have little
choice but to respond to the economic and
customerclimate. The advantagesfor a changeoriented library are:
Increased opportunities to position itself
as a provider of much needed products
and services;
Closer integration into the fabric of the
user constituencies; and
Practical applications of advanced technology that yield visible benefits, not
hidden capabilities.
Disadvantagesexist as well. They include:
Managers and staff must be able to manage technology efficiently in order to

have time for the people management
tasks change requires;
Financial management skills will become
more important because trade off analyses must be accurate in order to pay for
new information services and make appropriate purchase-lease-sharedecisions
with regard to acquisitions and services;
and
Decision cycles will become shorter because theoverall effect of rapid change in
technology requires fast reactions and
clear decisions under pressure.
Are libraries ready for the partnerships that
will be a part of the landscape in the next few
years?

The answer, of course, is, "Some libraries are
ready for change. Some are not." The task
becomes one of setting a strategic direction for
products, service offerings, funding options,
and technologies. Each of these key issues will
have a direct influence on the nature of the
relationships the library will nurture.
No library or information center is immune
from budget pressures and increasing customer
demands. Libraries that do not have a strategic
vision of where they want to be will be at
considerable risk. Partnering provides one way
to reduce this risk to some degree. The partner
may provide new ideas, necessary reinforcements, or some other type of expertise. The
result is that the partnership strengthens those
involved.

Stephen Arnold is an independent consultant specializing in technology assessment and
information engineering. He provides professional services to a wide range of organizations,
ranging from government agencies to diversified corporations worldwide. In 1989, he received
the New Jersey ASIS/Rutgers Distinguished Lectureship in Information Science Award and is
the author of three books, of which the most recent is Investing in an Information Infrastructure:
An Overview of kapan's Network Services (Inforonics: 1993).
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SLA and the Future of Librarianship:
Issues and Opportunities From
SLA's Visioning Committee

D

iscover Our Vision!" With these words,
Kitty Scott, now Past President of SLA,
began her term as President of the Association. By then Kitty hadalready assembled
the President's Visioning Committee, which
was charged with the task of supervising the
process and working with the membership to
identify and articulate our Vision. (The complete committee roster is included at the end of
this article). This article will briefly look at
visioning as a concept and then look at the
current status of our visioning effort and what
we have learned thus far.

What is Visioning?
Visioning is an attempt to focus an
organization's attention on its underlying values and purposes. Because of the way vision
statements are often developed and phrased,
they are usually associated with strategic planning. While these concepts are related, it is
important to remember that one is not a substitute for the other. Visioningis our dream of what
we want to &what we hope to accomplish.
Our strategic plan is the methodology for realizing that dream. We must never forgetthat dreams
are very important for all of us.
After the big strategic planning "binge" of the
early-@mid 1980s. a lot of organizations fi-
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nally got around t reading their plans and found
that their strategic plans were out of synch with
the purpose of the organization. In the for-profit
sector, companies had become so diversified
that it was difficult to clearly pinpoint what their
primary lines of business were anymore. Strategic plans based upon outdated visions don't do
anyone any good. One example I'm familiar
with is a leading tobacco company which today
derives only 25 to 30 percent of its revenues
from tobacco products. The bulk of its remaining revenue comes from the food and beverage
industries. A strategic plan based solely upon a
vision of the tobacco industry will most certainly lead this company in the wrong direction
financially.
While changes that non-profit organizations
undergo may not be quite sodramatic,the values
and purposes of organizations like SLA are
changing along with those of other professional
associations. Today the Association is comprised of a more diverse membership than a few
years ago, we are involved with more and more
issues, and we are taking on new roles, especially in the legal and legislative/political arenas.
This is all well and good; however, much of
this change has come from the top down-from
the Board, from previous cabinets and committees, and from Association staff. And this,in and
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of itself, isn't necessarily bad, but it doesn't
automatically make it good either. Over the past
few years, in attending local Chapter activities,
attending Conferences and Winter Meetings,
and networking with SLA members throughout
the Association, I have a sense that many members at the grass roots level arelosing their sense
of purpose for belonging to the organization.
Our aim is to infuse SLA with new energy,
direction,anddeepermembercommitment.The
process of visioning helps us get in touch with
our sense of purpose.
The magnetism of a vision is generated from
an integration of the individual's and the
organization's se.nseofpurpose,values, uniqueness, and interaction with the physical, social,
business, and political environments in which
they operate. A shared vision brings people
together. Shared visions are expressionsof what
people have in common, of what they as a
community are committed to accomplishing.
People with shared visions are more likely to
take responsibility and challenge the bounds of
convention.
Visioning is an opportunity to renew our
enthusiasm for the Association, for the profession, for ourselves, and for our individual jobs.
This is vital for volunteer organizations, especially an organization as geographically diverse
as SLA and an organization with a significant
number of "solo" members, who may feel isolated from their profession. Visioning is an
opportunity to challenge long-standing beliefs
and assumptions to see if they are still valid in
our world today. Visioning is also an opportunity toredefine the Association, its purpose, and
our own roles within it. Visioning is an opportunity to not only see beyond the trees, but to also
see beyond the forest to the whole environment
and reassess our place in that environment.

The Committee's Activities
To date, the Visioning Committee has focused its efforts on establishing the core values
and purposes of the Association as identified by
the members. Input has been gathered from the
committee itself, from the Board of Directors as
comprised in October 1992, and from Chapter,
Division, Committee,and Caucus leaders at the

January 1993 Winter Meeting. More importantly, input has also been gathered directly
from members at both the Chapter and Division
levels. The input gathering process addressed
the Association's strengths, opportunities for
the future, and potential barriers to achieving
that future. This input will help identify the
shared values of the members and with this as a
base, a vision statement can be created.
This information-gathering stage of the process will just be completed as this issue comes
out; however, opportunities for involvement
still remain. As with any undertaking of this
nature, the responses have been very thoughtprovoking, diverse,and far toooverwhelming in
their present format. The Committee's next task
will be to find some consensus among the responses. Once the Committee has identified
what we feel arethe core valuesexpressedby the
members, we will make this information available to the Association and again ask the members for help in confirming those core values.

Issues and Opportunities
There is still a good deal of work to be done
with the visioning process, so it would be rather
premature at this stage to predict how the vision
statement itself will read. What we can begin to
do, however, is look at the areas identified as
opportunities for the Association, since one of
the primary benefits of the visioning process is
the identification of opportunities for theorganization to pursue. (But first, a disclaimer-while
the areas to be presented have been identified to
date by those members providing input into the
visioning process, the discussion of those areas
isstrictlymy individualinterpretationandanalysis of them. These comments should not be
viewed as the Association's, the Board's, or the
Committee's "official" position.)
From the many responses in the category of
opportunities,I have selected nine areas where
most of the consensus was centered. Virtually
all of these areas are interrelated. The fact that
one area is seen as an opportunity leads to the
identification of the next opportunity. The first
two issues discussed are at the core of all the
opportunities listed; if you "buy into" these two,
everything else should fall into place.
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Information has, does, and will continue
to play an increasingly important role in
society, both as a commodity and as a
public good. As information professionals, opportunities are there for us to identify the value of the information for our
clients and/or to add value to information
our clients already have. This leads to
further opportunities in developing information policies within our own organizations, at the national level, or even at
the international level.
We can no longer take an American, or
even North American, view of the world.
Everything must be done with a thought
toward the international scene. We live in a
"global village" that is a result of our current focus on information and technology.
The impact and application of new ideas,
which used to take months or even years to
move from one country to another, now
takes days and sometimes only hours. The
implications for us as information professionalsis that any opportunity we seeshould
be viewed as having both local and global
applications.
By taking advantageof our opportunities
in the "information society," we also have
the opportunity to take a leadership role in
how information is obtained, organized,
utilized, preserved andlor discarded. For
some this will mean "reclaiming" our roles
as information mangers from MIS or data
processing people, to whom some organizations had turned for information management as more and more technology was
applied.Forothers, this will mean reaffming our roles as information managers and
being more proactive with ow information
management skills.
Our opportunities as informationleaders
will develop from the opportunities provided by new information technologies.
These opportunities include bringing appropriate technologies into our organizations, stayingascurrentas possible with the
use of these technologies to increase our
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effectiveness, educating our clients about
this technology, whether they wish to use it
themselves or whether they want us to use
it for them; and finally, there is always the
opportunity to help develop the next generation of technology by analyzing what
thecurrent systemscan'tdo as well as what
they can do.
As we begin to take a more active role in
all four of the areas already mentioned, we
will have the opportunity to develop alliances with other information-related organizations. These alliances will emphasize
our global perspective and maximize the
resources currently available to us. In realizing these opportunities, we must use a
flexible definition of "other informationrelated organizations," to avoid missing
opportunities due to semantic differences.
This is especially important on the intemational scene, where other cultures and customs prevail.
One way we can begin to realize the
opportunities ahead of us is through the
pursuit and support of research. This research effort will help validate some of the
opportunities available to us and identify
new areas of opportunity U, pursue. As
individual members of SLA, we should be
encouraged to pursue research that will be
of professional value, and as an organization, SLA should be encouraged to support
research effortsthat will provide the Association and the profession with useful iniormation.
Another result of the activities previously mentioned will be the realization
that, as a profession, the way we have
conducted business in the past will not
necessarily be the way we'll conduct business in the future.New career tracks will be
developedforthose of us in the information
professions. For some of us, this will simply mean a reorientation of how we do
things in the workplace. For others, this
will mean major changes in the attitudes
and skills needed in the workplace, if not

major changes in the workplace itself. And
for others still, who are not yet in the
profession, this will mean changes in their
approach to and preparation for entry into
the information professions.
This last issue mentioned clearly leads
into the opportunities in the areasof education and professional development. As
changesbegin tooccurthat impacthowand
where we do our jobs, those changes will
need to be reflected in the educational programs which prepare people for entry into
the profession. At the same time, those of
us already in the profession will need continuing education opportunities to keep
current with those changes and the future
demands of the workplace.
Finally, as we begin to make progress in
all eight of the areas mentioned above, we
willalsobe realizing opportunities forpositive public relations efforts. Our involvement in all these areas will help us gain
visibility from our other professional colleagues, from our own organizations,and
from society in general. The public relations aspects of realizing our other opportunities will "add value" to those efforts
and will make some of those opportunities more obtainable.

Summary
While these are not the only areas of opportunity identified, these nine topics do represent
something of a consensus on the part of SLA
members who provided input into the visioning
process. The first thing one might realize in
looking at this list is that as an organization,
SpecialLibrariesAssociation is already involved
to some degree in all these areas.The second
thing one might realize is as individuals, SLA
members are heavily involved in all these areas.
In other words, some of the groundwork for

turning these opportunities into accomplishments is in place, and as an organization, SLA
seems to be addressing those areas that will be
important for the future of the profession, the
Association, and all of us.
In conclusion, there is one other aspect of the
visioning process we need to consider. For any
vision statement to be worthwhile, it should
have an unlimited horizon. The areasidentified
above all meet that criteria. They are issues
without a specific beginning in most instances,
and they are certainly issues without a definitive
ending.While we may be able to anticipatewhat
ourjobswillbelikein theyear2005,thatprocess
doesn't stop in 2005 and we find that we were
either right or wrong in our predictions. There
are no "quick fixes" or"sure things" with regard
to the future(except, of course, that somedaythe
future will be now). In many regards, the future
is like information-we can all partake of it
simultaneously and we can never use it up
completely. The future is information and it is
up to all of us to add value to it.
kesident's Visioning Committee
(1992-1994)
Stephen Abrarn
Hope Coffman
Lynn Ecklund
William Fisher, Chair
Nick Mercury
Ellen Mimnaugh
Marilyn Stark
Lynn Tinsley
Lois Webster
William Woodruff
(Alternates)
(Consultants)
Carolyn Hardnett
Joseph Becker
Bob Isaacs
Paul Klinefelter
Charles Missar
Jim Olsen
Jeanette Mueller-Alexander Thomas Pinelli

William Fisher is a professor at the Schd of library 8 information Science at San Jose State
University in Sun Jose, CA and Chair of the President's Visioning Committee.
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On the Scene
1993 Salary Survey Update

T

o assist special librarians in determining
competitive salaries,the Special Libraries
Association conducts an in-depth salary
survey biennially. For the intervening years
between full membership surveys, a random
sample of 25% of the membership is polled to
collect updated salary data. These results provide an overview of special librarians' salaries
and a measure of annual increases since the
most recent in-depth survey.
During April 1993,survey formswere mailed
to a random sample of 2,864 SLA members
and associate members. A total of 1,532 valid
responses were received. This represents a
53% valid return rate from both the United
States and Canada combined.
This is a very high response rate for a mail
survey. The level of response has several implications for its results:
1)It indicates a high degree of interest
and involvement of the part of SLA
members in their organization generally, and in SLA's efforts to obtain
their input;
2)It provides a high degree of confidence that the results of the survey
will be indicative of the membership
groups as a whole; and
3)It provides a smaller margin of error
in any statistical estimates which may
be made of the membership population based on the sample data.
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Table 1 reports changes in both mean and
median salaries from April 1,1992 to April 1,
1993 within nine U.S. Census Divisions. the
overall United States, and Canada. Mean and
median salary figures are included for both 1992
and 1993 along with the percentage change.
Overall U.S. mean salaries increased by 1.6%
between April 1,1992and April 1, 1993,while
Canadian mean salaries increased by a slight
.46% for the period ended Apnl 1,1993.
Both median and mean salaries showed increases for a majority but not all Census Divisions in the United States. Increases in rnedm
salaries ranged from 13.1% in the East South
Central to 1.6% in the Middle Atlantic. The
Pacific Division showed a decrease in median
salaries by 1.4%. Mean salary increases ranged
from 11.9% in the East South Central to .86%in
the South Atlantic.
Table 2 depicts salaries in rank order of medimsalary by Census Division within theunited
States and for Canada and the United States
overall.
While the MiddleAtlantic maintained its rank
as number one, there was movement in ranking
as New England and the Pacific Divisions reversed their positions from 1992 and became
second and third respectively. The South Atlantic retained its rank as fourth, but the East South
Central moved up to fifth from its 1992rank as
seventh. The East North Central dropped from
fifth to sixth, while the West South Central
dropped from sixth to seventh. The West North
Central and Mountain Divisions retained their
respective rankings as eighth and ninth.
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Tables 3 and 4 reflect salaries by job title for
both the U.S. and Canada. All positions have a
wide range for salaries, which is indicative ofthe
diversity in the sizeofthe librariesandjob tenure
of the individuals covered by the survey.

Unemployment
Out of 1 15 valid Canadian responses six or

13%indicated they were either unemployed or
had been unemployed during the period April
I. 1992 through March 3 1 , 1993. The average
number of months unemployed was six.
For the United States there were 1,329 valid
responses on employment status, out of which
I I I or 8.3% had been unemployed for some
portion of the year ending March 3 1 , 1993.The
average number of months employed was six.

Table I

1993 Mean and Median Salaries by Census Division in
Rank Order of Percentage of Change in Median from 1992 to 1993
including National Overd Figures
Census Division
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
West North Central
New England
East North Central
South Atlantic
Middle Atlantic
Pacific

Overall United States 39,749
Canada*
45,450

Median %
Change
13.1%
10.0%
8.6%
6.2%
5.2%
2.5%
2.5%
1.6%
(1.4%)

0.96%
0.22%

Mean %
Change
11.9%
12.2%
2.5%
5.9%
2.0%
1.1%
0.86%
(0.07%)
(2.1%)

40,133
45,550

41,673
46,90 1

1.8%
0.46%

42,444
47,120

Salaries reported as of April 1,1993 in Canadian dollars. The exchange rate on April 1.1992 was nppoximately Canadian $1.19-United States
$1.00. On April 1,1993 the exchange rate waa Canadian SlZSUnited States $l.CO.
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Tabk 2

Geography Salary Distribution in Rank Order of 1993 Median

Average
Lowest
10 %
Census Division
27,205
Middle Atlantic
29,048
New England
24,953
Pacific
24,370
South Atlantic
22,080
East South Central
23,980
East North Central
West South Central 26,970
West North Central 22,780
Mountain
20,625
Overall United States 25,002
Canada*
30,020

Average
Highest
10% Number
29 1
71,595
99
67,955
202
64,995
224
74,990
26
56,420
226
62,035
64
65,030
66
60,420
35
55,575

Median
50 %
43,467
42,100
4 1,400
39,979
39,600
38,983
38,500
37,150
37,100
33,475
39,200

40,133
45,550

48,989
53,750

67,028
66,410

1,233
128

Mean
45,767
43,308
42,738
42,284
38,962
40,138
41,638
39,223
36,734
42,444
47,120

Salaries reported as of April 1, 1993 in Canadian dollars. Theexchangersteon April 1,1993 was appoximately CanadianS1.19-United States
$1.00. On April 1.1993 the exchange rate was Canadian S12WJnited States $1.00.

Tuble 3
1993 Salary Distribution by Job Title-United
Average
Lowest
Job Title
10%
31,213
Manager
24,023
Asst./Section Head
Libr./Info.Specialist 24,180
Support Staff
16,935

25%
39,075
35,050
30,004
19,975

Median
50%
46,488
41,150
36,030
23,900

States

Average
Highest
1 0 Number Mean
75%
485
49,317
55,588 78,025
41,772
144
48,017 60,140
566
37,031
42,400 54,020
17
25,206
27,025 37,965

Table 4
1993 Salary Distribution by Job Title--Canada*+
Average
Lowest
Job Title
10%
38,010
Manager
Asst./Section Head
29,630
Libr./Info. Specialist 29,230

t

Median
25%
50%
47,200 53,000
38,300 45,650
36,100 41,000

Average
Highest
75%
10% Number
59,250 71,790
52
16
54,300 66,370
45,350 54,970
56

Mean
54,248
47,144
41,552

S~luiu
reported aa of April 1,1993 in Cmadian d o l l n . The exchangentcon April 1,1993 waa appuximately Canadian $1.19-United States
$1.00. On Apil 1,1993 the exchange n t e w u Cuudian S12SUnitcd Sutes $1.00.
lob Title ategoria with a nrponsen t c of 5 or l a r have b c a dro@
horn the ublc.
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Association Insights:
Compensation Administration
by Miriam A. Drake

Background
At its January 1993 meeting, the Board of
Directors, at the request of the Chapter Cabinet, instructed the Association Office Operations Committee to consider making specific
and full disclosure of the Association's executive compensation to the membership at large
and to report back to the June 1993 Board
meeting.
The motion as referred to the Board by the
Chapter Cabinet was as follows:
Revising membership dues is a sensitive issue as stated in document A93-61.
Members' need for information rises significantly and is governed by the ultimate
need to make a "yes" or "no" decision on
increasing their dues. Since a portion of
the membership dues is used for compensation of the Association's executives, it
is appropriate that the membership have
complete information on the level of executive compensation now being paid
before any potential dues increase is considered in the current economic climate,
and in light of the preliminary report seeking a membership dues increase-Board
document A93-61 prepared by the Special Committee to Review Association
Finances. I move that the Chapter Cabinet

request the Board of Directors make specific and full disclosure of the
Association's executive compensations
to the membership at large before any
dues increase is proposed.

Association Finances-The

Big Picture

Executive salaries account for less than 10%
of the Association's expenditures. While this is
a worthwhile percentage to study, it should not
be viewed as any more or less important than the
other 90%. The following is a breakdown of all
of the Association's expenditures and income.
Since the last dues increase in January 1986,
the Association has been able to implement a
great number of new or expanded services. In
1986 the Association did not have formal or
staff-supported government relations, public
relations, or research programs. The Wlzo's
Wlzn in Special Libraries was 186 pages compared to today's expanded, more useful directory of 380 pages including new indices, fax
numbers, and E-mail listings. SpeciaLisc was a
four-page bulletin and now is a 16-page newsletter. The education area was without executive education, career services, and self-study
progams. The Association Information Resources Center was a small room with a scanty
collection handling hundreds of calls per year
compared to the current level of hundreds per
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Expenses
(Program expenses include direct costs as well as the salaries allocated to the program.)

1 Program

I Cost per Member

Income

*

$62.25 reflects the average dues paid by all categories of membership.
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month. State-of-the-ArtInstitutes,World Wide
Conference, International Special Librarians
Day, and leadership training werejust dreams.
These dreams are now realities, and these
dreams cost money.
In this same period, the cost of dues has not
changed-in fact, the average dues paid per
member has decreased due to greater participation by those in lower dues categories. Since
1986, annual dues income has increased by
$44,000 to $859,000. In this same time period,
SLA has been greatly successful in increasing
non-dues income, increasing by 1.5 million
dollars to 2.9 million dollars per year. In recent
years thegrowth in non-dues income has leveled
off dramatically; the Association is fortunate
that it has not declined in this recessionary
economy.
The dilemma we as members of the Special
Libraries Association and the profession face
is: If we are going to push the profession to the
next level of recognition and respect, how are
we going to pay for these efforts? Can we
afford to pay the bills? Can we afford not to
pay the bills? Can we forego the needs of
individuals and use funds to improve the standing of the profession? Can the members do the
work themselves and not hirecompetent staff?
Can we, and should we, expect the members to
invest in the future of the profession? These
are all questions that need to be addressed
when thinking about the current financial position of the Association.

S I A Salaries--How They Compare
In 1990 and in 1993. personnel consultants
were hired toreview the entire salary pro,*ram as
well as thespecific salaries paid to individuals at
the executive level of the Association. For the
purpose of these studies, theexecutive level was
defined as five positions: the Executive Director, Associate Executive Director, and Assistant
Executive Directors. In the 1990 study the consultant expressed concern about the ability of
SLA to hire and retain good employees given
the salaries being offered. The consultant recommended several alternatives to the then-current salary program. It was decided by AOOC,
Finance Committee,and the Board of Directors

that SLA could not afford to implement any of
the suggested progsams. As an alternative, the
Board decided to try to put together a plan that
would help SLA improve its competitive position in the area of salary. This was done by
increasing the salary budget each year for three
years by an additional 2.5%, fora total each year
of approximately 7%. A portion of this money
was to be used for performance-based increases
and a portion of the funds were to be used to
adjust salaries that were lagging behind.
In the 1993review, it was indicated that SLA
had made somegainsin itssalary administration
but, at best, salaries being paid by SLA were
average (and many were below average) as
compared to similar associations in the Washinston area. A more complete review of individual executive salaries indicated that all salaries paid to the top five individuals were below
average.
The 1993 study was performed by Cordom
Associates, a Washington, DC-based personnel
consulting firm specializing in the Washington
association sector. Cordom has collected and
analyzed the association salary trends for 18
years. Cordom compared the salaries of the
executive level staff within SLA to those who
hold similar positions in Washington, DC professional (individual based membership) associations with similar budget and staff size. Their
tindings indicated that SLA's pay level is below
average in all categories at an average of 1 1 %.
The total salaries paid to the top five staff at SLA
is $395,000,or an averageof $79,000per executive. Cordom indicated that through his survey
and research of 94 similar associations, the total
average compensation for the same five positions would have been $436,000,for an average
of $87,000 per employee. The study also indicated that if SLA were to pay in the third quastile,
the total salaries would be $535,600or an average of $107,000 per executive.
The Cordom survey indicated that the average salary being paid to the executive staff of
comparable associations isgreater than that paid
to executive staff of SLA.
As aresult ofthese findings andother ongoing
sa131-y reviews by AOOC. Finance Committee,
and the Board it is apparent that SLA's salary
program at best is a conservative one.
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*Assistant Executive Director,

*

The position of Assistant ExecutiveDirector,Professional Growth was eliminated effective April 1993,
reducing executive salaries to $335,734 or 9% of total budget.

SLA Salary Paygrade Schedule and Researched Market Ranges
The following is a salary comparison of all positions at SLA to suggested market salaries as
developed using information from Cordom Associates and Hubbard Revo-Cohen, Inc., a
personnel consulting firm which was hired by the Board of Directors in 1990 to conduct an
employee attitudinal survey.

* Thefigures represent average salaries of all positions in this pay grade.
The actual salaries paid by SLA fall below the mid-point in all ranges.
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Miriam A. Drake is Dean and Director of Librariei at
Georgia Institute of Technokgy
Library and Information Center, and she is President of Special Libraries Association.
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Book Review

PreservatEon of Electronk Fmmfs 8 E h 4 n i c
Forrmts for Preservatkq by Janice Mohlhenrith.
Fort Atkinson, WI: Highsmith Press, 1993.144p.

ISBN: 0-91 7846-17-6.
This is a collection of six papers which were
presented at a 1992conference of the Wisconsin Preservation Program (WISPPR). The papers reflect the research in progress at the time
of the conference in the areas of electronic
scanning, the storage of textual, numeric and
graphic data; and network access to electronically reformatted materials.
WISPPR is an adjunct committee of the
Council of Wisconsin Libraries. It was established in 1987and its membership is representative of the different types of libraries in the
state with the exception of school libraries. It
has assumed the task of presenting education
programs, conferences, and workshops, and
distributing print materialson the preservation
of library collections.
The six papers describe the use of various
electronic formats, digital imaging, and magnetic tape and optical media for the preservation
of library materials and the preservation of the
electronic formats themselves. The authors of
the papers were selectedfor their involvementin
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projects which applied electronic formats to
solve preservation problems.
Anne Kenney, Assistant Director for Preservation at CornellUniversity,describesthe cooperative project for the University and Xerox
Corp. using digital image technology to solve
the brittle paper problem. In the second paper,
Michael Pate, Assistant Director of Public Services at Marquette University, describes the
start-upphase of the project at Marquette to scan
archival collections for digitalstorageand transmission. Included in this description is a discussion of the early decision process, the preparation of application grants, the development of a
prototype project, and the possible impacts of
the project. Fynnette L. Eaton, Branch Chief of
the Technical Services Branch at the National
Archives andRecords Administration,discusses
the useof magnetictapes to storerecords,as well
as the physical and intellectual preservation of
electronic files. Basil Manns, Physical Scientist
for the Library of Congress, discusses the technical consideration one needs for choosing electronic formats for preservation. Mark Arps,
Marketing Manager of the CD-ROM 3M Optical Recording Department,compares the different types of optical media: CD-ROM, WORM,
and R/W and their applications to preservation
of library materials. Finally, Don Willis, Direc-
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tor of Advanced Technology at the University
of Michigan, proposes the use of a hybrid
technology combining imaging and high resolution microfilm to preserve materials. Also
included in the book are the preface and the
conclusion, which are both written by the
editor, Janice Mohlhenrich, and a forward by
Louis A. Pitschman, Chair of WISPPR.
In addition to the text of the papers, several
include short bibliographiesandall are followed
by the contents of the question and answer
periods that followed the presentation of each
paper at the conference. These reflect the concerns of the attendees about using electronic
formats for preservation and also point out the
need for much more education of librarians and
information specialists in this area.
The papers are all well-written, informative,
and easy to understand. Line drawings through

the text help to explain the technology of the
electronicformats used in the various projects.
Also included in the book are several very
helpful appendices. Appendix A is an annotated bibliography on electronic preservation
compiled by Karen L. Hanus, Reference Library of the Medical Colleges of Wisconsin.
The entries are current and the annotations are
detailed. Of the 59 entries in the bibliography,
eight percent were published between 1980
and 1984,5 1percent between 1985 and 1989,
and 4 1percent after 1990.Another appendix is
a glossary of technical terms used in the text of
the papers.
This is a good introductory book for anyone
who is considering the possibility of using an
electronic format for preservation of library
materials.

Dr. Lucille M Wert is a Emeritus Professor at the University of llimis at ~rbam/ch&pai&
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Core competencies for special library managers of the future (M. Ojala), 230-234
Paradox. paragon, or paralysis? Three
organizations in 2005 (E. Hogeveen and R.
Jones). 220-225
The path to CIO (A. King), 21 7
Relationships of the future: vendors and
partners (S. Arnold), 235-240
Standing in the future: why a special issue? (J.
I. Dysart). 199-201
Sydney Claire, SLA Professional Award
winner 2005: Transformational librarianship
in action (S. Abram), 213-215
Transformational librarians and entrepreneurial
librarians: are they different? (L.X. Besant),
218-219
The virtual library: prospect and promise. or.
Plus Fa change, plus c'est la m&mechose
(D.G. Stahl), 202-205
What will they call us in the future? (M.
Ojala), 226-229
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1993194 candidates for SLA office. 50-51
European libraries
East meets West, environmentally and
electronically: a Central and Eastern Europe
library project (B. Rodes), 158-162
Exhibition designers
The creative professional and knowledge (L.
Zipperer), 69-78

Ganly, John
trhorit

Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners.
180
Geiger, Richard
clhout

Fee-based information services
State library survey: online search services (B.
Shirley), 95-103
Fellows Award
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners,
179-180
Fisher, William
SLA and the future of librarianship: issucs and
opportunities from SLA's Visioning
Committee. 241 -344

1993194 candidates for SLA office. 52-53
Georgia Tech Library
TQM in research libraries (C. Stuart and M.A.
Drake), 131- I36
Gibbs, Beth Liebman
Subject specialization in the scientific special
library, 1-8

H. W. Wilson Company Award
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners. 180

Haley, Roger
about
Presenting SLA's 1992/93 award winners,
180

Hamilton, Scott
joint author, see Davis, Gordon B.: Managing
information

Harding, Warren
joint author, see Duffek. Elizabeth: Quality
management in the military

Hogeveen, Eunice
Paradox, paragon, or paralysis? Three
organizations in 2005 (E. Hogeveen and R.
Jones), 220-225

Kawula, John D.
Similarities between legal and scientific
literature, 85-89

King, Alan
The path to CIO. 217

Krol, Ed
The whole Infernet users guide & catalog
(reviewed by H.N. Tillman), 66-67
Kurnveil, Raymond C.
about
Looking to the year 2000: information
professionals chart the course; the Special
Libraries Association 84th annual conference. Cincinnati. OH, June 5-10, 1993.6364

Indexing
Similarities between legal and scientific
literature (J.D. Kawula). 85-89

Industrial designers
The creative professional and knowledge (L.
Zipperer), 69-78

Information management
The path to CIO (A. King), 217

International cooperation
Overseas educational advising: an international
information service (E.A. Riedinger), 79-84

International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
IFLA 1992: library and information policy
perspectives (E.R. Mobley), 56-61
Internet primer for information professionals
see Lane. Elizabeth

Ladner, Sharyn
about
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners.
180

Lane, Elizabeth
Internet primer for urforrnationprofessionals
(E. Lane and C. Summerhill) (reviewed by
R. Billiigsley), 183-184

Last, Kimberly L.
joint author, see Meyer. Sharon 1.: Using Q &
A in a company library

Lawes, Ann
The benefits of quality management to the
library and information services profession,
142-146

Layman, Mary
Atmospheric sciences information resources in
the United States-an overview for
librarians (M. Layman and S.Smith), 30-44

Legal literature
John Cotton Dana Award
Presenting SLA's 1992D3 award winners, 180

Jones, Rebecca
joint author, see Hogeveen, Eunice: Paradox,
paragon, or paralysis?

Jones-Quartey, Theo
Ethnic minorities in librarianship: a selected
bibliography. 104-111
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Similarities between legal and scientific
literature (J.D. Kawula), 85-89

Online searching
Mackoff, Barbara
about
Looking to the year 2000: information
professionals chart the course; the Special
Libraries Association 84th annual conference, Cincinnati, OH, June 5-10, 1993.64

MacLean, Eleanor A.
about
1993194 candidates for SLA office, 53-54
Managing Znformation

see Davis, Gordon B.

Meckler Award
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners.
180-181

Meyer, Sharon I.
Using Q & A in a company library: a case
study (S.I. Meyer and K.L. Last), 90-94

Mimnaugh, Ellen
about
1993194 candidates for SLA office. 51-52

Minorities in librarianship
Ethnic minorities in librarianship: a selected
bibliography (T.S. Jones-Quartey and K.S.
Byunn), 104- 1 11
Letter to the editor (SLA Affirmative Action
Committee), 187
Mobley, Emily R.
IFLA 1992: library and information policy
perspectives. 56-61

Moffett, William Andrew
about
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners,
180

Mohlhenrich, Janice
Preservation of electronicformats & electronicformats for preservation (reviewed by
L.M. Wert), 252-253

Developing an inhouse database from online
sources (D. Smith-Cohen), 9-17
State library survey: online search services (B.
Shirley). 95-103

Organizational change
Paradox, paragon, or paralysis? Three
organizations in 2005 (E. Hogeveen and R.
Jones), 220-225

Organizational learning
Aligning TQM and organizational learning
(C.M. Pearson). 147-150
Benchmarking, total quality management, and
the learning organization: new management
paradigms for the information environment;
a selected bibliography (G. St. Clair). 155157
Benchmarking, total quality management, and
the learning organization: new management
paradigms for the information environment;
introduction (G. St. Clair), 120- 122
The future challenge: management and
measurement (G. St. Clair), 151-154

Pancake, Didi
about
1993194candidates for SLA office, 4546

Pearson, Christine M.
Aligning TQM and organizational learning,
147-150

Phillips Laboratory
Quality management in the military: an
overview and a case study (E. Duffek and
W. Harding), 137-141

Piggott, Sylvia E.A.
The virtual library: almost there, 206-212

Planning
SLA and the future of librarianship: issues and
opportunities from SLA's Visioning
Committee (W. Fisher), 241-244

Ojala, Marydee
Core competencies for special library managers of the future, 230-234
What will they call us in the future? 226-229

Preservation of electronicformats & electronic
formats for preservation

see Mohlhenrich, Janice

Presidents Award
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners, 180
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Professional Award
Presenting SLA's 1992J93 award winners. 180
Professional jargon
Buzzwords for 2005 (S. Abram), 216
Professional roles
Core competencies for special library managers of the future (M. Ojala), 230-234
The path to CIO (A. King), 217
What will they call us in the future? (M.
Ojala), 226-229
Professional skills
Core competencies for special library managers of the future (M. Ojala), 230-234

Q & A (software)
Using Q & A in a company library: a case
study (S.I. Meyer and K.L. Last), 90-94
Quality assurance
see also Total quality management
The benefits of quality management to the
library and information services profession
(A. Lawes), 142-146

Ra, Marsha
Advances in online public access catalog
(reviewed by B. Convery). 116
Reed, Jane E.
about
1993J94 candidates for SLA office. 54
Regan, Muriel
about
Presenting SLA's 1992~93award winners.
179
Resource sharing
Relationships of the future: vendors and
partners (S. Arnold), 235-240

Riedinger, Edward A.
Overseas educational advising: an international
information service, 79-84
Rodes, Barbara
East meets West, environmentally and
electronically: a Central and Eastern Europe
library project, 158-162

St. Clair, Guy
Benchmarking, total quality management, and
the learning organization: new management
paradigms for the information environment;
a selected bibliography, 155-157
Benchmarking, total quality management, and
the learning organization: new management
paradigms for the information environment;
introduction, 120-122
The future challenge: management and
measurement, 151-154
Salaries
1993 salary survey update, 245-247
Association insights: compensation administration (M.A. Drake), 248-251
Salonen, Ethel M.
about
1993J94candidates for SLA office, 55
Sandia National Laboratories
Benchmarking: practical aspects for information professionals (F.C. Allan), 123-130
Science librarians
Subject specialization in the scientific special
library (B.L. Gibbs). 1-8
Scientific literature
Similarities between legal and scientific
literature (J.D.
Kawula), 85-89
Selden, Catherine R.
Review of TLC: Total Library Computerization, 117-118
Serials ca&aloging
see Cole, Jim E.
Shirley, Beverley
State library survey: online search services, 95103

Smith, Shirley
joint author, see Layman. Mary: Atmospheric
sciences information resources in the United
States
Smith-Cohen, Deborah
Developing an inhouse database from online
sources, 9- 17
Software Engineering Institute
The Carnegie Mellon University Library
Information System (LIS): applications
within the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) online environment (G.L. Tinsley and
K.M. Yourison), 18-24
Software reviews
TLC: Total Library Coinputeri:ntion. 117-118
Special Libraries Association
SLA and the future of librarianship: issues and
opportunities from SLA's Visioning
Committee (W. Fisher), 241-244
Annual conference (1993: Cincinnati)
Looking to the year 2000: information
professionals chart the course: the Special
Libraries Association 84th annual conference. Cincinnati, OH, June 5-10. 1993. 6265. 112-114
SLA in Cincinnati: the annual conference
(L.M. Emmolo), 163-178
Audit reports
Audit report: January 1, 1992-December 31,
1992, 188-197
Awards
Presenting SLA's 1992193 award winners,
179-181
Candidates for office
1993/94 candidates for SLA office. 45-55
Salary surveys
1993 salary survey update, 245-247
Association insights: compensation administration (M.A. Drake), 248-25 1
Special Libraries Association. Affirmative
Action Committee
Letter to the editor. 187
Special Libraries Association. Visioning
Committee
SLA and the future of librarianship: issues and
opportunities from SLA's Visioning
Committee (W. Fisher), 241-244

Stahl, D. Gail
The virtual library: prospect and promise, or.
Plus Fa change, plus c'est la m2me chose,
202-205
Stark, Marilyn
trhout
Presenting SLA's 1992/93 award winners,
179-180

State libraries
State library survey: online search services (B.
Shirley), 95-103
Stuart, Crit
TQM in research libraries (C. Stuart and M.A.
Drake), 131-136
Student exchange programs
Overseas educational advising: an international
information service (E.A. Riedinger), 79-84
Summerhill, Craig
joint author, see Lane. Elizabeth: Internet
primer for inforination professioi~als

Surveys
1993 salary survey update, 245-247
Association insights: compensation administration (M.A. Drake), 248-25 1
State library survey: online search services (B.
Shirley), 95-103

Tesas State Library
State library survey: online search services (B.
Shirley), 95-1 03
Tillman, Hope N.
Review of The whole Internet users guide &
catalog, 66-67
Tinsley, G. Lynn
The Camegie Mellon University Library
Information System (LIS): applications
within the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) online environment (G.L. Tinsley and
K.M. Yourison), 18-24
Titone, Angela K.
Review of Serials cataloging, 184- 185
TIX: Total Library Computerization
Review by C. R. Selden and J. R. Conrad. 1 1 71 I8
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Total quality management
Aligning TQM and organizational learning (C.
M. Pearson), 147-150
Benchmarking, total quality management, and
the learning organization: new management
paradigms for the information environment;
a selected bibliography (G. St. Clair). 155-

The virtual library: almost there (S.E.A.
Piggott), 206-212
The virtual library: prospect and promise, or,
Plus Fa change, plus c'est la m&mechose
(D.G. Stahl), 202-205

157

Benchmarking, total quality management, and
the learning organization: new management
paradigms for the information environment;
introduction (G. St. Clair), 120-122
The future challenge: management and
measurement (G. St. Clair). 15 1- 154
Quality management in the military: an
overview and a case study (E. Duffek and
W. Harding), 137-141
TQM in research libraries (C. Stuart and M.A.
Drake), 131-136
Triodyne, Inc. Safety Information Center
Using Q & A in a company library: a case
study (S.I. Meyer and K.L. Last), 90-94
Tyler, Julia K.
Review of Managing information, 185-186

United States Corps of Engineers Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
Developing an inhouse database from online
sources (D. Smith-Cohen), 9-17
United States Department of Defense
Quality management in the military: an
overview and a case study (E. Duffek and
W. Harding), 137-141

Virtual libraries
Paradox, paragon, or paralysis? Three
organizations in 2005 (E. Hogeveen and R.
Jones), 220-225

Wert, Lucille M.
Review of Preservation of electronic formats
& electronic f o r m s for preservation, 252253

Wetlands research
Developing an inhouse database from online
sources (D. Smith-Cohen), 9-17
The Whole Internet users guide & catolog
see Krol, Ed
Williams, James W.
joint author, see Cole, Jim E.: Serials cataloging
Work measurement
The future challenge: management and
measurement (G. St. Clair), 151-154
World Wildlife Fund
East meets West. environmentally and
electronically: a Central and Eastern Europe
library project (B. Rodes), 158-162

Y
Yourison, Karoia M.
joint author, see Tinsley, G. Lynn: The
Carnegie Mellon University Library
Information System (LIS)

Zamora, Gloria J.
about
1993194 candidates for SLA office, 4647
Zipperer, Lori
The creative professional and knowledge, 6978

Indexed by A h M. Greenberg, INTEGRITY INDEXING, 2012 Queens Rwd West #I,
Chatfotte, NC 28207 (704-335-9936).

Information For Contributors

S

Make sure the significance of your paper
will be apparent to readers outside your
immediate field of interest.

PECIAL. UBRARIES PUBLISHES MATERIAL ON

new and developing areas of librarianship
and information technology. Informative
papers on the adminisb-ation,organization,and
operation of special librariedinformation centers and reports of research in librarianship,
documentation, education, and information science and technology are appropriate contributions.
Contributions are solicited from both members and nonmembers.Papers are accepted with
the understanding they have not been published
elsewhere. Special Libranes employs areviewing procedure.When reviewers' comments have
been received, authors will be notified of acceptance, rejection, or need for revision of manuscripts. Thereview procedure usually requires a
minimum of eight weeks.
Three types of original contributions are
considered for publication: full-length articles,
brief reports, and letters to the editor. New
monographs and significant report publications relating specifically to library and information science are considered for critical review. Annotations of the periodical literature
as well as annotations of new monographs and
reports are published-especially those with
particular pertinence to special libraries and
information centers. Articles of special relevance may be reprinted occasionally from
other publications.
Full-length articlesmay rangein length from
about 1,000 words to a maximum of 5,000
words (12-15 pages of manuscript typed and
double spaced). Reports will usually be less
than 1,000 words in length (up to 4 pages of
manuscript, typed, and double spaced).

Manuscripts
Put the significance of your paper or a
statement of the problem first,

Avoid specializedjargon. Readers will skip
a paper they do not understand.

-

Provide a title of one or two lines, up to 26
characters plus spaces per line.
Write a brief author note, and include position title and address. In the author note,
include information concerning meetings,
symposia, where the paper may have been
presented orally, etc.
Submitrecentglossy black-and-whitephotographs of the authors, if you wish.
Insert subheads at appropriateplaces in the
text, averaging about one subhead for each
two manuscript pages. Keep the subheads
short (up to 35 characters plus spaces). Do
not use more than one degree of subheads
in an article. Provide a summary at the end
of the article.
Mail one original and two copies (in English only) to Editor, Special Libranes,
1700Eighteenth Street,NW, Washington,
DC 20009-2508.The manuscript shouldbe
mailed flat in an envelope of suitable size.
Graphicmaterials shouldbesubmittedwith
appropriatecardboard backing orother stiffening materials.

Style
Follow a good general style manual. The
University of Chicago Press Manual of
Style is appropriate.

supporting details and arguments second.
Contributions can be submitted in one of
the following formats:
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Wordprocessed on 3.5" 800K disks formatted for the Apple Macintosh system;
Laser printed (dot matrix not acceptable) with any monospaced typeface
(e.g., Courier); or
Typewritten on white paper on one side
only, leaving 1.25" (or 3 cm) of space
around all margins of standard,lettersize
(8.5" x 1 1") paper;
Double spacing must be used throughout,
including the title page, tables, legends,and
references.
The first page of the manuscript should
carry the first and last name of all authors,
the institutions or organizationswith which
the authors were affiliated at the time the
work was done (present affiliation, if different,should be noted in a footnote), and a
notation as to which author should receive
the galleys for proofreading.
=

Succeedingpages should carry the number
of the page in the upper right-hand comer.

Abstract
An informative abstract of 100 words or
less must be included for full-length articles.
The abstract should be complete in itself
with reference to the paper or the literature
cited. The abstract should be typed with
double spacing on a sqmmte sheet.

Acknowledgments
Credits for financial support, for materials
and technical assistance or advice may be
cited in a section headed "Acknowledgements," which should appear at the end of
the text.
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illustrations
Tables or figures should be completely
intelligiblewithout further reference to the
text. Letters and numbers shouldbedistinct
and large, most figures will be reduced in
the printing process.
Graphs, charts and photographs should be
given consecutive figure numbers as they
will appear in the text.
For figures, the originals with three clearly
legible reproductions (to be sent to reviewers) should accompany the manuscript. In
the case of photographs, four glossy prints
are required, preferably 8" x 10."

References and Notes
Number all references to the literature and
notes in a single sequence in the order in
which they are cited in the text. Cite all
references and notes but do not insert reference numbers in titles or abstracts.
Accuracy and adequacy of the references
are the responsibility of the author. Literaturecited should be checked carefully with
the original publications.
References to personal letters, abstracts of
oral reports, and other unedited material
may be included. The author should secure
approval, in writing, from anyone cited as
a sourceof an unpublishedwork. Be sure to
provide full details on how such material
may be obtained by others.
References to periodicals should be in the
followingorder: authors, articletitle, unabbreviated journal name, volume number,
issue number, inclusive pagination, and
date of publication.
Smith. John and Virginia Dare. "Special Librarimhip in Action."SpecialLibraries59(no.
10): 1241-1243 (December 1968).

Smith, John J. "The Library of Tomorrow," in

Proceedings of the 34th Session, Intermtiom1
Libraries Institute, city, year. 2v. city, press,
year published.
Featherly. W. "Steps inPreparinga Mertification
Program in a Company." ASME Paper 72-DE12 presented at the Design EngineeringConference and Show, Chicago, Ill.May
, 8-1 1,1972.

Referencesto books should be in this order:
authors, title, city, publisher, year, pagination.

In addition, improved sentence structure
often permits the readers to absorb salient
ideas more readily.
If extensiveediting is indicated by reviewers, with consequent possibility of altered
meanings, manuscripts are retumed to the
author for correction and approval before
type is set. Authors can make additional
changes at this stage without incurring any
printer's charges.

Proofs
Brown, Abel. Information at Work.New York,
Abracadabra Press. 1909. 248 p. Andrei. M. et
al. TheHistory ofAthens.TheHistory ofAncient
Greece, 10v. New York, Harwood Press, 1850.

Manuscripts are edited to improve the effectiveness of communication between
authors and readers. The most important
goal is to eliminate ambiguities.

Authors receive galley proofs with a maximum five-day allowance for corrections.
One set of galley proofs or an equivalent is
provided for each paper. Corrections must
be marked on the galley, not on the manuscript.
At this stage authors must keep alterations
to a minimum.

ECHNOLOGY WIRE SERVICE
Imagine every person on your network having WEEKLY
access to worldwide technical advances via an electronic
transmission. TECHNICAL INSIGHTS ALERT gives each
person the ability to:
Identify key advances leading t o new products/processes.

1

I

Monitor advances impacting projects, products, or manufacturing/
processing operations.
Develop an individual technology-driven corporate growth plan.
Well, it's here, and available today from Technical Insights, Inc., the leader in tracking developments from the world's corporate, university, and government labs for
almost a quarter century.

I
I

You can subscribe to 1,2,3,4, or 5 broad technical categories. TECHNICAL
INSIGHTS ALERT is available by site or corporate license worldwide.
For details on how you can start receiving this vital information IMMEDIATELY,
call or write Peter Finlay at:
Technical Insights, Inc.
PO Box 1304
Ft. Lee, NJ 07024-9967

1-80-245-62 17 or 201-568-4744
Fax: 201-568-8247
Internet: Pete@INSIGHTS.COM

Now accessing your world is easier than
finclmg the rnisspehg in ths text.
We've worked hard to make your job easier. CD/Networker"from Lotus" is the software
solution you've needed. Now everyone on your network can have immediate access to
up to 224 CD-ROMs. Data. Applications. Animation. Sound. Graphics. With the
tap of a key or the click of a mouse. CDiNetworker has standards driven
engineering and the technical sophistication you expect from
Lotus. Installation, operation and administration are simple.
CD/Networker also offers out-of-the-box compatibilitywith Novell", Banyan",
Microsoft" and most NetBIOS LANs. So while you're still searching, here's
another key advantage. CDmetworker is affordable, and there's never an
additional user fee. For more information, contact your nearest Lotus
Authorized Reselller,or call us direct at 14008723387e x t 8868.
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I
Subscribe to NTZS Alerts and it's
to stay on top of the latest
I easy
information in your specific field!
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I
I NTIS Alerts
I Research results. Engineering studies.
Market surveys.
I Business information.
FREE
Alerts

I

T h i s p o w e r f u l a l e r t i n g service sifts
t h r o u g h thousands o f documents,
datafiles a n d software f l o w i n g i n t o
t h e N T I S technical i n f o r m a t i o n
clearinghouse each day. F r o m Federal
Agencies. I n d u s t r y . Universities. A n d
sources worldwide. Twice a month,
summarizes t h e
materials o f value t o y o u r work:
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Request y o u r
catalog o f t h e
customized a n d prepackaged
available to meet your needs.

I

Call (703) 487-4630 or
fax this coupon today!
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Fax

Check the NTZS Alerts catalog you wish to
receive, FREE and without obligation.
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TO THE WOWD'S

Your personal Account Execut~ve
IS always there
to answer questions, solve problems Our
technical team works non-slop lo meet your
needs And our top management represents
your interesls to the hbrary comrnun~lyand
publ~shers
worldw~deFromonl~neordermg to collection-speclfrc reports lo custom-deslgned interfaces, you
can count on us for a rap~d
response, and the rlght solut~on

Great partners can do great th~ngs D~scover
new ~deascreate new products, explore new
front~ers And together you and Readmore can
do great things Inser~als
management You know
your I~brary,
your collection and chents We re
smart about ser~als,exper~encedw~thpubl~shers, experts in automat~on AS partners, we'll
create a custom~zedset of services, systems and reports,
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So if you're ready t o g ~ v e
teamworkatry, call Readmore
today a! 800 221-3306 Because together, we can do
great things

A Readmore parinersh~pIS your guarantee of personal
attention, fast and flex~bleservlce, protess~onalsupport

22 Cortlandl Street

.

New York

.

Your Partner in Serials Managern8nt
New York 10007
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212-349-5540

800-221-3306
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Introducing the
OCLC TECHPRO
Service
roday's libraries are faced with unprecedented
iemands. It's easy to fall behind on your
:ataloging.
Whether you need help with a backlog or
ngoing support, OCLC TECHPRO Senice staff
'an help you get your library materials where
hey should be-into the hands of your clients.
kchnical reports. Difficult formats. Foreign
mguage items. Special collections. Or everyday
laterial. TECHPRO staff will meet your
ataloging specifications and your quality
emands-at a reasonable price.
houldn't you explore the OCLC TECHPRO
enice? Call us for pricing details.
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DATA
BOOK

read tables, maps, charts and graphs. ~ o u ' 1find
1
data on:
Total Population, Race and Ethnic Origin
Voting Age Population

Standrng W

". . .

valuable and reliable source,
packed with maps and data

..."

Curt Gans. Director
~&n&&for the Study of the
American Electorate
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S B E R N A N PRESS
46 1 1-F Assembly Dr. Lanham, MD 20706
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F.W. Lancaster If You Want t o Evaluate Your Libra y,
Second Edition
his newly updated second edition of F.W. Lancaster's If You Want to Evaluate Your

t

Library gives you the practical advice you need for evaluating all types of library
services. It is a valuable tool for teaching the subject and for guiding librarians in
evaluating their institutions.
The first edition, released in 1988, won the American Library Association's G.K. Hall
Award in 1989. F.W. Lancaster, four-time winner of the annual "Best Book award from
ASIS, holds 25 years of experience in teaching courses on evaluating library services.
The second edition features new material, including:
a chapter about evaluating bibliographic instruction,
updated case studies,
a chapter discussing the feasibility of applying continuous quality control to
library services.

I f You Want to Evaluate Your Library, Second Edition is now available from:
The University of Illinois Graduate School of Library and Information Science, Publications
Office, 249 Armory Building, 505 E. Armory Street, Champaign, IL 61820.217-333-1359.Orders
must be prepaid to the University of Illinois. Mastercard & Visa accepted. $39.50 plus $3
shipping and handling. Illinois residents add 7.25%sales tax. Residents of Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohio and Wisconsin add applicable sales tax.
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Information Professionals Requested It...
Info Tech '94 Provides It...
Be a Part of It!
InfoTech '94 features Exh~b~ts,
Continu~ngEducat~onCourses, and Semmars on the followmg
CD-ROM Networkmg
INTERNET
Multi-Med~a
D g t a l Imaging

Hyperrned~a
Hypertext
Expert Systems
Electron~cPublishmg
Document Storage

Managmg Technolog~cal
Change
LAN Management
Desktop Publ~shmg

Natural Language Processlng
Vo~ceRecogn~tion
Electronic imaging
Database Deslgn

For more ~nforrnatlon.contact SLA', PI-ofe$\~onal
Dcbelopment Sectlon at
(202) 234-4700
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OW,several more of
the renowned Wilson
databases will be available with abstracts on
WlLSONDlSC@CD-ROM,
WILSONLINE@online, and
through the WILSONTAPEB
Database Licensing
Service. As part of Wilson's
ongoing commitment to
satisfy the needs of the widest
igh-quality indexing with
thousands of detailed magazine article abstracts per year!.
Currently Available--

+
Since you and your patrons don't have time to
read through hundreds of articles when you need an
answer fast, Wilson Abstracts offer a qu~ck-access,
affordable atternatwe to full-text databases. Written by
Wilson's specially-trained staff and ranging from 50 to
150 words each, the Abstractsallow users to decide at
a glance if an article is relevant to their search. ~ i l s o n
Abstracts provide:
Cover-tocover ~ndexmgand abstracting of the
most-demandedprofessional publicat~ons
Easy access with common-languagesubject headings and extensive cross-references
Current informat~on+overage of the core
professional magazlnes
Monthly dlsc updates (WilsonArt Abstracts
and Wilson Humanities Abstracts are updated
quarterly)
Weekly onl~neupdates
Approximately ten years of comprehensive coverage
at an affordable pr~ce.

+

+

+
+

Readers' Guide Abstracts-abstracting and
mdex~ngof 240 popular magazines to wh~chmost
Ilbraries subscribe. Coverage inchdes everything
from news and current events to politics, health,
fashion, sports, and motion Picture reviews.
BusinessA b s t m b a b s t r a c t i n g and
indexing of 350 leading business magazines, trade
publications, and research journals covering all
aspects of business and industry.

Comlng Soon-Wilson Applied Science & Technology
~b~.~~~t~ and w;lso,, ~~~~~~l
science
Abstracts: May 1994.
Wilson Social Sciences Abstracts and Wilson
Humanities Abstracts: January 1995.
Wilson Art Abstracts: June 1995.

To Order Call Toll-Free 800-367-6770.
Outside of the U.S. and Canada.
call 718-588-8400. Fax 718-590-1617.

Wilson Expands Electronic Access with Newspaper
Coverage! CALL TOLL-FREE FOR MORE DETAILS

Plan Now f o r . . .

ONLINEICD-ROM '93
Washington Hilton, Washington, DC November 1 , 2 & 3
9 Ways You'll Benefit From The Premier Conference
& Expo For Information Professionals
1. Learn Money-saving Search Strategies
2. Gather Time-saving Tips
3. Try New Databases . . . Both Online & CD-ROM
4. Network Wit11 Colleagues
5. Stretch Your Mind With New Concepts
6. Hear About New System Features
7. Peer Ahead To Future Developments & Trends
8. Visit The Big Exhibit Hall
9. Take Home Practical Ideas You Can Use Now

For information on Early Bird Discounts and a free Advance Program,
call toll-free: 1-8001248-8466
(In CT 761-1466); Fax 2031761-1444 or write
Online Inc., 462 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897-2126

